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This paper reports a study of the behavioral changes

perceived by managerial and non-managerial personnel in a

firm transforming from traditional manufacturing methods to

the procedures of Just-In-Time manufacturing (JIT).

Research was performed in a manufacturing firm located in

the Southwest. In the first stage, members from five levels

of the organization were asked about behavior changes that

had occurred during implementation of JIT. Responses to

these 16 interviews were content analyzed to determine

dimensions for an instrument. The dimensions of change were

Influence and Power, Teamwork, Leadership Style, Ownership

of the Program, Concern for Quality, and Decision Making

Style. In the second stage, the instrument was administered

to 613 organization members. Responses to the instrument

indicated perceptions of change in each dimension. During

factor analysis, however, all items but two loaded onto a

single dimension, Involvement. The data strongly indicated

that employees perceive significant behavioral changes

during JIT implementation. A model of the behavioral



changes accompanying JIT was proposed, suggesting attention

to behavioral changes in each of the six areas, with

particular attention to the concept of total involvement.

Future research is proposed to investigate causes of the

changes, to determine which changes are desirable, and to

extend instruments to evaluate the changes which occur

during the JIT implementation.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The decade which has just closed has been one of

immense upheaval for the world's industrial firms.

Companies are merging at an unprecedented rate, competition

for markets is appearing from unexpected quarters, and

virtually every major manufacturer is undergoing trauma

(Peters 1987, 5). Since many of the unexpected competitors

now come from abroad, manufacturers who wish to improve

their capability speak of world class manufacturing to

identify the scope of the changes they must make

(Schonberger 1986, 1). The suggested changes range from a

broader marketing focus and drastically improved product

quality to the way manufacturers go about producing a

product for their customers. With such broad concerns

facing them, manufacturing managers must address scores of

new issues, for themselves and for the people they lead.

This introductory chapter begins with a discussion of

the problem addressed by the research and the purpose of

this study. The significance of the research is discussed

next. The chapter continues by explaining the scope of the

research. Next, it provides a theoretical overview of the

philosophy of Just-in-Time manufacturing. This is followed

1
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by a discussion of the limitations and key assumptions of

the research. Then the chapter concludes with an overview

of the methodology used in the study.

Problem

Though many organizations are now in the process of

implementing the Just-in-Time manufacturing philosophy,

there is little information available about the changes in

behavior experienced by managers and other employees during

this process. Most of those who discuss the implementation

of JIT assume that managers can install new technology

without considering these behavioral changes. Others, who

do discuss changes in the behaviors of managerial or non-

managerial personnel, provide only anecdotal information,

with the exception of Klein (1989). JIT is a technological

change which has significant impact on individual roles and

work group relationships in a manufacturing organization.

Resistance to these changed roles by managers and non-

managerial personnel can slow or halt the JIT

implementation, delaying the productivity improvements that

are expected. Without rigorous research describing

behavioral changes that occur during JIT implementation,

managers are left without standards against which to measure

their transformation.

Purpose

The purpose of this dissertation is to investigate

y,. ,,,: of .- vltt. ,.. ... ,.. :...,-_ . l' .. ...-. , . , x , nri tae :pRa - - 4 9..,.: 1}P .,;.i H' ++'GtrA k+f itWl7 :P fW .e.,
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behavioral changes perceived by managerial and non-

managerial personnel as a manufacturing firm transforms from

traditional practices to the principles of Just-in-Time

manufacturing. This study explored, from four points of

view, the behaviors individuals change in the transition to

Just-in-Time manufacturing principles. The viewpoints

investigated in this study are those of the senior executive

involved, middle managers, first-line supervisors, and non-

managerial employees.

Based on the data gathered, the study develops a model

for the behavioral changes that occur during the

implementation of JIT. The model thus generated will assist

managers during implementation of JIT and provide a basis

for further investigation.

Significance

Almost four decades ago, Trist and Bamforth (1951)

reported problems that resulted when comprehensive

technological changes were made without considering the

human environment in which these changes occurred. Coal

miners in British coal mines had worked for generations in

self-selected teams that helped them survive in their

arduous and dangerous profession. When an improved method

of coal-gathering was introduced that would break up these

teams, employee resistance reduced productivity and blocked

the change. Simultaneous modification of both the technical

and social aspects of the job proved necessary to
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successfully implement such radical changes.

The technology of Just-in-Time also changes social

interactions within the organization. Managers are expected

to relinquish much of their decision-making authority to

employees, to shorten communication paths, and to act as

consultants rather than as bosses. Production workers are

asked to assume decision-making roles, to function as

members of teams rather than individually, and to take

significant responsibility for the products they produce.

These are significant behavioral changes for traditional

manufacturing managers and factory workers. Such changes

can be expected to bring about resistance that could hinder

implementation of JIT. Ansari (1986) states that human

resources play a major role in the implementation of JIT.

Incorporating behavioral considerations into the

implementation of JIT requires understanding of the full

range of necessary changes.

Scope of the Study

The breadth of the issues just raised is such that no

single study could provide adequate investigation. Since

this is one of the first investigations into the behavioral

changes which occur during the implementation of JIT, its

scope is broad and general, as opposed to an in-depth study

of some limited aspect of the change. This study asks which

behavioral changes employees feel have occurred during the

implementation of JIT in one manufacturing organization. It
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also briefly looks at how those perceptions differ between

individuals occupying different hierarchical levels of the

organization.

This study does not attempt to measure actual changes

which occur during the implementation; its focus is on the

perceptions of change by those involved. It is extremely

important that managers know which changes are desirable 
and

which ones may impede the implementation of JIT. However,

such issues are beyond the scope of this research.

Just-in-Time Manufacturing

Major changes in manufacturing methods began in North

America in 1980 with the first implementations of JIT by

General Electric, Kawasaki, and Toyota Truck (Schonberger

1986, 3). The underlying philosophy of JIT is the total

elimination of waste in the organization, as contrasted with

the acceptance of certain wastes as necessary tradeoffs

(Shingo 1987, 22). The most well-known waste reduction

associated with JIT is the elimination of inventory, which

can show large financial benefits quickly (Inman 1988, 6).

This is but one of the areas changed by JIT.

In order to operate with a minimum of inventory,

however, it is necessary for the organization to insist upon

the highest standards of quality, both from its vendors and

itself. Defective materials at any point in the production

process can cause the waste of materials that must be

scrapped and wasted time reworking the product. Thus
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greatly improved quality, which is a desirable result in

itself, follows from limited inventories.

Other wastes addressed by JIT are excessive setup time

for machinery, unnecessary storage and movement of

materials, longer lead times than required, and the use of

more space than necessary for production. It was once

accepted that setup times were fixed constraints to

improvement; JIT challenges that limitation to improvement.

With large inventories, there was a need to store and to

move materials. If inventories are reduced, it can be seen

that these functions were actually wasted effort. And

reducing the space required to store and move inventories

gives the firm better utilization of its fixed facilities.

A final waste JIT works to solve is the under-

utilization of people. In the manufacturing firm of the

past, an employee was expected to work only at the limited

role assigned to them. Under the JIT philosophy, all

employees are expected to be involved in the continual

efforts to improve both the process and the product. JIT

recognizes that the production worker's intimate involvement

with the making of the product gives them a unique viewpoint

in the improvement process. Employees become more involved

in decisions that affect the final product. This is often

accomplished by having the employees work in small groups.

These teams make decisions about production and search for

solutions to production problems. Team members assume

.... : ;-.... :y;:iw< ' +%¬ Aci kRu ._ vr i:vw m. .. rkvcs , -. " , .r -,.... -.. ,a... 
_
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responsibilities far beyond the limited role they held in

traditional manufacturing. Managers, supervisors, and non-

managerial employees thus face significant role changes in

the JIT environment. These changes suggest five research

questions this study explores.

Research Questions

Work Groups

Research Question 1: Does the implementation of JIT

manufacturing lead to perceived changes in the use of work

groups?

Decision Making

Research Question 2: Does implementation of JIT cause

a change in perceptions about the decision making structure

in an organization?

Supervisory Style

Research Question 3: Does JIT implementation change

the nature of supervision in the manufacturing firm?

Communication

Research Question 4: Do employees feel that

organizational communication changes during the

implementation of JIT?

Power

Research Question 5: Does the implementation of JIT
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give workers feelings of increased power?

Limitations and Key Assumptions

Any research on the behavior of individuals requires

several assumptions, and comes with the limitations of any

research on humans.

Assumptions

This research is based on the following assumptions:

a. There are, in fact, different behaviors that are

appropriate for performance in a Just-in-Time

environment. The literature reviewed indicated

increased decision making by lower employees and

increased work in groups, for instance.

b. If implementation of Just-in-Time manufacturing

requires both managerial and non-managerial

personnel to make changes in behaviors, it is

possible for them, their supervisors, and their

subordinates to recognize and define these

changes.

c. There will be some degree of agreement among

observers as to the behavioral changes that occur,

since these people are perceiving the same

changes.

d. Individuals will truthfully report behavioral

changes they and others must make or have made.

e. All the individuals within an organization sub-

scribe to a similar definition of JIT, as defined
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by the senior executive.

f. Data collection instruments used are adequate for

the specified purposes of the research.

Limitations

The most significant limitations of the research were:

a. When one individual speaks of Just-in-Time

manufacturing, he/she may refer to the entire

philosophy or only the inventory aspects of JIT.

Each response is made using that individual's

understanding of JIT.

b. A behavior reported by one individual may not be

the same as a behavior reported by another, even

though both use the same label for that behavior.

One individual's use of the term "teamwork," for

instance, may not have the same meaning to another

individual. This may limit comparability of the

results.

c. The use of a single group of individuals to study

any phenomenon limits the ability to generalize

the findings.

Overview of Research Method

The research was conducted in two stages. In the

initial stage, the investigator interviewed 16 employees in

a manufacturing plant which was implementing JIT. The

employees were representatives of four hierarchical levels

. ;. .:: r;:",..1." +t:,, w:. ,., . ...... .... r .. ..., :.., ,, , : :. .: « : .. :s r. , r.:. ._ . - c: . .. + .. .. . -. ,:.. ' , . :. .. . vAYf4 >r, a cF..-,vii!, w ,.n ,. w i.. .-. :, c...k....-s ... n.. .... ,.7-
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in the organization. He recorded answers to open-ended

questions which asked these people to describe behavioral

changes which had occurred during the implementation of JIT.

Using content analysis, the investigator and an assistant

reviewed the tapes to gather a list of behavioral dimensions

for further investigation.

Based on the data gathered from the first stage, a

questionnaire was developed to inquire about perceived

changes using a large sample from the organization. This

instrument was administered to 613 people from five

hierarchical levels in the firm. The data were analyzed for

reliability of the instrument, to assess perceived change

among organization members, and to investigate differing

perceptions of change by hierarchical level.

u. :. ,. i, -!L.:.:_ .. .d.: ,:z . ' .: 'b 1,:..., i . ti: i -. :fi.:,. n,: . .. _-.t rwM S n ii 't We 1RT' ... : vv e



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

A study such as this must call on the literature from

several disciplines; the literature on Just-in-Time began

the review for this study. Since most manufacturers find

the methods of JIT to be a radical change from their prior

ways of doing business, the literature on change should

prove to be beneficial. Both technology and human interac-

tions are affected during JIT. Therefore, the work on

sociotechnical systems should also provide promising infor-

mation.

Just-In-Time Manufacturing

Many managers feel they can use Japanese management

techniques and focus on manufacturing simultaneously by

using the techniques (or philosophy) of Just-in-Time (JIT)

manufacturing. There are reports of increased productivity,

lower inventory costs, and improved quality levels at firms

which use JIT (Hay 1988).

Implementation of JIT, however, is a complex matter

that requires major changes in most corporate cultures and

structures (Klein 1989). Along with the technical problems,

the firm must confront many behavioral issues that can

complicate or block the new procedures (Hendrick 1988).

11
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There are numerous books that deal with the technical issues

involved (e.g. Hall 1983, Hay 1988, Shingo 1988). Hall

(1987) is one who gives more than cursory coverage to the

specifics of dealing with the interpersonal issues. Inman

(1988, 126) went so far as to declare that ". . . JIT imple-

mentation is a technical process rather than a behavioral or

people-oriented process."

The Just-in-Time Philosophy

Most simply stated, the purpose of JIT is to eliminate

all sources of waste. Since JIT was introduced to America

as a technique for reduction of inventories, most firms fail

to see the power of JIT beyond the limited role of inventory

reduction. However, JIT, in its most complete form, trans-

forms entirely the way an organization does business (Hall

1987). For a company to undergo such a significant transi-

tion, there must be many justifications (Hay 1988).

Benefits of JIT

Hay (1988) writes that firms with whom he has consulted

have received the following seven benefits from JIT:

1. Increases in direct and indirect labor produc-

tivity of 20 - 50 percent.

2. Increases in equipment capacity of 30 - 40

percent.

3. Reductions in manufacturing lead time ranging from

80 to 90 percent.

. . .:-.w.. ..
T.. -- l wk e" v a _ -ltisu.-nsT , ca.; .+w...Ka; .:s W,
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4. Reductions of costs due to scrapped material,

rework of products, and warranty costs ranging

from 40 to 50 percent.

5. Inventory reductions of 50 - 90 percent.

6. Reductions in the cost of purchased material of 8

to 15 percent.

7. Reductions in space requirements of 30 - 40

percent.

In order to get these impressive results, Hay (1988) sug-

gests a company pay attention to three basic elements of the

JIT philosophy: flow, quality, and employee involvement.

Flow

Flow refers to the technical aspects of JIT. In the

factory, this would be the movement of material from the

receiving dock through various operations in the plant to

the shipping dock. The company should perform no actions on

a product which do not add value to that product. Hay

(1988) says that the only activities in the production

process which add value are those which physically change

the product. But flow is not restricted to the production

area; there must also be a smooth and waste-free flow of the

sales order from customer to sales, through production, to

shipping. In accounts receivable, flow would refer to a

smooth and unconstricted flow of the invoice and supporting

documents and the receipt and posting of the customer's

payment. Marketing, too, would be interested in smooth flow
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of the product from the plant through distribution channels

and on to the customer.

JIT is not restricted to a particular function within

the company, for all functions are potential sources of

waste. Companies which improve flow begin to eliminate many

of the steps of their production process that add to costs

without adding to value. Counting the number of pieces

made, for instance, is a procedure which costs the firm but

adds no value to a properly made product. If the product is

made correctly the first time, inspection is a wasteful

process. Quality control inspection is based on the

assumption that the firm is producing some defective

products. The philosophy of JIT is to eliminate these

defects so that costly inspection and rework are

unnecessary.

Quality

In order to eliminate the costly process of quality

control inspection, a firm must make immense improvements in

how well the product is made. This emphasis on quality must

be system-wide (Barrett 1988). Each product designed by

engineering must be suited as closely as possible to exact

customer needs rather than to the company's convenience.

Once designed, the product must be built exactly to specifi-

cations every time. All incoming materials must perfectly

match specifications so that inspection is not needed and

time is not wasted reworking or returning defective parts.

. _
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Other departments within the firm must seek perfection, too.

Customers can be lost because of the irresponsibility of a

marketing representative or rudeness of an accounting clerk,

as well as because of a defective product. This has led to

the term Total Quality Control (TQC). So JIT is frequently

referred to by a compound acronym such as JIT/TQC (JIT/Total

Quality Control) to indicate the central role of quality in

JIT functioning (Hendrick 1988). In JIT, it is crucial to

realize that there is always room for improvement. Some

firms, which have implemented the JIT philosophy, consider a

one percent defect rate as failure in their production

system.

Employee Involvement

The search for absolute perfection in an organization

would have little hope, according to the JIT philosophy,

without the involvement of each employee (Barrett 1989,

Sugimori et al 1977). If an organization is attempting to

perfect flow throughout an organization, there must be

flawless coordination among the people responsible for

various aspects of the product's sales, production, and

distribution. Such coordination can not be dictated from

above or from staff organizations, because no person knows

the complexities of a job as well as the person performing

it. Therefore, JIT relies on various methods to generate

employee involvement.

An employee-involvement technique known widely in
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America is the Quality Circle, a concept so common it is

cited in textbooks on management (e.g. Donnelly, Gibson, and

Ivancevich 1987), production and operations management (e.g.

Chase and Aquilano 1985), and organizational behavior (e.g.

Gordon 1987). Keys and Miller (1984) claim Quality Circles

have been credited by many Americans with the success of

Japanese firms. However, they point out that at least one

Japanese firm operating in America feels the American worker

is unsuited to work in their Quality Circles.

Keys and Miller (1984) say that Quality Circles are an

outgrowth of work by Argyris, McGregor, and Likert on worker

participation. This seems to ignore some important earlier

work, however. Many of the techniques transported to Japan

after World War II were an outgrowth of Allan Mogensen's

seminars on Work Simplification, which married much of the

technical work of the Gilbreths to Mogensen's belief in the

worker's ability. Mogensen preached working "smarter, not

harder" (Mogensen 1932). At his seminars in Lake Placid,

New York, which began in 1932 (Wren 1987, Uris 1965),

Mogensen offered presentations by Lillian Gilbreth and

Whiting Williams, along with his own views on worker in-

volvement. This may have been the seed of participative

management which was exported to Japan after World War II.

Though the specific genesis of any given management tech-

nique is uncertain (and possibly irrelevant), it is clear

that many of the elements of today's JIT were taken to Japan

.y,.,,,;,p n. .:,, ---. .... r y.,r.:.w. .. : .,.. ,...,o.ara... -,;, s .. rx.:-wh' S '&r;,sact i ad .. -,... a...., .:<.ah ,«.n.x .x;av.,}a;; red ----- -
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in an exchange program following World War II (Nadler 1984).

Since many American employees react negatively to the

idea of Japanese management techniques, some authors (Hall

1987) use terms such as "problem-solving teams" to discuss a

group of employees who spend part of their work day search-

ing for improvements in the way their work is done. This

focuses on the purpose of the team rather than its genesis.

Implementation of JIT

There are as many prescriptions for the specifics of

implementation as there are authors. This paper will use

the recommendations of Hay (1988) to provide a general guide

to implementation. Hay (1988) suggests three steps for

implementing JIT in an organization. These he calls

"getting to why," "creating the structure," and "putting the

plan into action." Although in reality some elements of the

stages will overlap, he suggests generally following them in

order.

Getting to Why

Before embarking on JIT, the company must explicitly

state its reasons for the change. First, the company needs

to determine if its purpose is to increase responsiveness,

improve profits, or change the company's strategic position.

Cutting costs, according to Hay (1988) is not an acceptable

reason since it will send a threatening message to its

employees. Stating why a firm wants to implement JIT will
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help create a vision of what the company will look like in

the future to members and other constituencies. At this

point, top management can state quantifiable goals for its

members to attain.

Creating the Structure

According to Hay (1988), companies implementing JIT

need four structural components for implementation: a

steering committee, a JIT facilitator, project teams, and

project team leaders. The steering committee should be

chaired by a top executive so the organization's commitment

is displayed. The facilitator, too, should be a visible

executive who can dedicate large amounts of time to imple-

mentation. Project teams should be multi-level groups, each

charged with a specific implementation mission. Team

leaders will serve as staff to the team, as well as provide

liaison with other functions.

Action

After the first two stages have been firmly led by the

facilitator or the senior executive involved, the tenor of

implementation changes (Hay 1988). Top management facili-

tates and advises, rather than drives, at this stage.

Authority and responsibility for implementation is handed

down to the organization through the steering committee and

project teams. Top management is available for advice, not

to make decisions. There will be pilot projects to begin
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implementation and to demonstrate some initial success. At

the same time, a massive education project is undertaken to

explain JIT to all the members of the organization. These

efforts will lead to institutionalization of JIT in a suc-

cessful implementation.

Behavioral Barriers to JIT Implementation

The implementation steps listed show that there are a

number of technical issues for a firm to deal with in the

implementation of JIT. Smoothing the flow on the factory

floor presents situations where a skilled industrial

engineer must help revise tooling and shorten set-up times

(Shingo 1988). Quality improvement requires the involvement

of both quality engineers and people skilled in statistical

process control. The manager who focuses solely on the

technical issues, however, may find surprising responses

from managers, workers, and external constituencies.

Responses of Managers

Most managers tend to implicitly work under the

influence of a paradigm known as Scientific Management, at-

tributed to Frederick Taylor. The manager's role, according

to Taylor, is "knowing exactly what you want men to do, and

then seeing that they do it in the best and cheapest way"

(Wren 1987). This isolated quotation misrepresents

Taylor's philosophy, since he went on to say that ". . . the

relations between employers and men form without question
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the most important part of this art." Yet the former quote

is a fairly accurate description of the beliefs of many

managers today.

For managers trained in these beliefs, extensive par-

ticipation by their employees in the design of work is an

abrogation of their responsibilities. It is also threaten-

ing to a manager if employees find a problem the manager

feels he or she should have found (Hendrick 1988). Thus it

is frequently difficult for such a manager to delegate

sufficient authority for the workers to be effective in

their problem--solving role. In situations where organiza-

tional intervention is accomplished through behavior

modeling, managers frequently feel threatened by situations

where their behavior is recorded and critiqued (Clifford,

Petrock, and Davisson 1984).

In a disciplined JIT facility where attention to flow

is intense, some workers will appear to be idle while

waiting for the rest of the line to catch up with them.

Managers who feel it is their duty to keep employees busy

are threatened by this apparent misuse of employee time.

But the employee may be coordinating with another team

member about methods improvement, or filling in to help

missing or slower employees. Even if the employee is not

working, it is less of a problem than it would be to have

the employee jamming the line with parts that are not needed

and not wanted (Hall 1988).
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Responses of Employees

Hay (1988) claims that JIT programs which are started

primarily for the purpose of cutting costs tend to leave

employees feeling threatened, since the employees might be

working to eliminate their own jobs. This is an understand-

able concern, particularly since companies that are under

fire from intense competition may, in fact, have to reduce

their work force. But some JIT programs are so successful

in overcoming competitive pressures that they increase both

product demand and work force requirements (Hall 1988).

Some employees will appreciate the opportunity for

involvement in decision making less than others. Abdel-

Halim (1983) found that subordinate predisposition toward

autonomy interacted with the nature of the task to determine

whether the employee would feel satisfied. This would

require managers to carefully monitor the reactions of those

workers who are granted large degrees of autonomy or add the

autonomy in small stages.

JIT is a highly interdependent method of working, so

employees find themselves part of interactive teams in their

new environment. Since these are the same employees who

previously were expected to attend narrowly to their produc-

tion task and work without distracting talk, many will

undoubtedly suffer anxiety in the new situation. Their

feelings toward their work group and their own feelings of

competence may affect their performances (Festinger, Torrey,

. . _
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and Wilderman 1954). When JIT has come close to its goal of

elimination of all waste in production, some employees find

they have improved themselves into rigidly-controlled

patterns of production (Klein 1989). Nearly 40 years ago,

Trist and Bamforth (1951) documented some of the consequen-

ces of technology changing the social structure of work,

such as interpersonal strife and lowered job satisfaction,

so such difficulties should not be surprising. Klein (1990)

provides an updated sociotechnical systems view, specifical-

ly within factories using JIT.

Responses of External Constituencies

One of the major requirements in a complete JIT

environment is insisting on just-in-time delivery of defect-

free materials from every vendor. This way there is no need

to store, count, or inspect incoming materials. Such

improvements require finely tuned communication between

purchaser and vendor. The vendor must be, in effect, an

extension of the buying firm. The purchaser is obligated to

provide extremely accurate forecasts of purchase needs to

the vendor (Barrett 1988).

Since most suppliers are smaller than the purchaser,

many firms asking for just-in-time deliveries assist the

vendors in getting their quality and delivery schedules up

to standards. This can create conflict with vendors, who

may feel threatened by their customers' intervention

(Guinipero and O'Neal 1988).
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Another external constituent that is extremely impor-

tant is the labor union. Rather than honoring the limiting

work rules of most union contracts, JIT companies need to

expand the duties an employee can perform. This expansion

is both horizontal (more than one job) and vertical

(assuming decision-making responsibilities). These are

sensitive topics that need to be handled carefully (Hendrick

1988).

The final, important, external constituent is' the

customer. If a firm is transforming to the principles of

JIT, there will be considerable benefits for the customer.

There are bound to be some difficulties in the early stages

of implementation. There are likely to be internal failures

during implementation that cause late deliveries or poor

quality, once the company drops its reliance on quality

inspection. Further, there will certainly be supplier

glitches in quality or delivery, which may affect the

customer.

The implementing firm must thoroughly brief its cus-

tomers on the benefits they can expect to receive (faster

response, higher quality, etc.). It should then warn the

customer of potential problems that could occur early in the

implementation process (Robinson and Timmerman 1987) and try

to help develop contingency plans.

Though the elements of JIT production appear to have

come from America, they have been combined in ways that may
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prove discomfiting to many modern-day Americans. These

include the emphasis on employee participation, flexible

work situations, and a team-oriented environment. The

problems will affect the worker, the manager, the firm's

suppliers, customers, and other external constituencies.

Thus the firm will have to grapple with a plethora of new

behavioral issues in order to successfully implement JIT.

Change

Almost anyone forecasting the future state of today's

organizations would agree that change will be one of the few

things that will remain constant. But even that view might

suggest a more static future than some people expect. "The

rate of change . . . will be unfailingly new--and

frightening to many," according to Peters (1987, xi). To

many organizations, the techniques and philosophy of JIT

represent significant change.

Major Types of Change

A fairly common model of the development of a product

over time suggests five stages: incubation, growth, matur-

ity, saturation, and decline. Since many organizations are

dependent on a single product (such as automobiles or

steel), this could also model the typical life cycle of a

business organization. A graph of product demand over these

stages is similar to the graph of the normal distribution.

The stages blend into one another in a smooth manner, with-
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out recognizable discontinuities.

Stephenson (1986, 281) claims that the shape of this

graph is relatively constant for all products, although the

time spent in the stages will vary according to a number of

factors. Movement among these stages has been referred to

by terms such as homeostasis, rational change, developmental

change, and incremental change. Since the graph being

discussed is continuous, this dissertation will use the term

evolutionary change, as proposed by Greiner (1972, 40).

Evolutionary changes are the relatively small changes an

organization makes in order to adapt to changes in the

internal and external environments.

Not all changes needed by organizations will allow the

organization to continue with small, smooth changes. The

model proposed by Greiner (1972), for instance, suggests

that an organization's growth will require it to undergo a

number of crises, each of which results in a different style

of management. He calls this revolutionary change. Sheldon

(1980) proposes a broader view--one of changes which do not

fit the evolutionary mode. Organizations, he says, tend

toward an organizational paradigm that reflects "some ideal-

ized way of working" (p. 62). When the organization senses

that this particular way of working is no longer adequate,

it must undergo paradigmatic change. This type of change

requires the organization to undergo transformations in

several dimensions simultaneously. The organization's world

_
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view must change in order for it to survive, but the

enormity of the changes required are extremely threatening

to most members.

Reasons for Change

According to Greiner (1972), increasing the size of an

organization demands changes in management styles. In

response to a crisis of leadership, an organization must

change to a directive-management style. A later crisis of

control must be met by growth through coordination. This

continues through a final, unnamed crisis beyond which he

offers no suggestions.

As an organization's primary product passes through the

stages of development, the organization must be ready to

accept it's new environment. In the early growth stage,

marketing may be a dominant concern. As the product wins

acceptance and demand rises exponentially, the emphasis

would be on production to meet the increased demand.

Product maturity might stimulate a need for research and

development, while decline could suggest controlled down-

sizing of the organization.

Some organizations will resist being captive to the

natural forces driving them through the standard growth

process, and will make early moves to take maximum use of

the growth stage of a product. They might also expend great

amounts of energy to preclude the arrival of maturity or

decline. Change, then, might be undertaken to resist the
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natural cycle. In JIT manufacturing, managers sometimes

refuse to accept an unsatisfactory status quo (Shingo

1988, 18).

Models of Chance

Howes and Quinn (1978) propose a rather simple model

for the implementation of change; it suggests 12 levers to

use. Phase 1, containing six of these levers, is setting up

an adequate orientation environment. Stage 2, containing

the other 6 levers, is setting up adequate support networks

for the implementation effort. This may be a rather sim-

plistic view that overlooks most follow-up efforts that keep

the new regime in place.

A more thorough model, although it needs specific

details, is the unfreeze-change-freeze model of Kurt Lewin

(1948). This process is stated differently in the model of

William Bridges (1988), which is often cited today. Bridges

suggests that any change is composed of an ending, a neutral

zone, and a new beginning. The ending is an emotional

state, during which a person (or organization) accepts the

fact that one situation has come to a completion. This can

be compared to Lewin's unfreezing. The neutral zone de-

scribed by Bridges is an extremely uncomfortable state one

must undergo while the ending is not yet complete and the

new beginning has not been accomplished. One might say that

Lewin's description of changing occurs this way. Finally,

the new beginning occurs. At this point the individual or

010) , WOW 4
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organization emotionally accepts the reality of the new and

begins to act on it.

Measurement of Change

Once a model for change has been accepted and the

elements of the process have been outlined by the change

agent, there still remains a major question. Both the

change agent and the managers involved (if they are

different people) should ask, "How will we know if the

desired change has occurred?" If the organization is

changing its structure by reorganizing, it may suffice to

ensure that people are reporting through their new chains of

command. But if the organization wants to change some less

tangible aspect (such as its culture) , answering that

question is far more difficult. Change must be assessed

before it is declared complete.

Porras and Patterson (1979) discuss some major barriers

of assessment of planned change, and propose a model of

assessment. Among the barriers they cite are the lack of an

agreed-upon definition of organization development (OD)

assessment, and a reward system that recognizes the change

process irrespective of measurable results. Most change

agents, they say, have no incentive to go through the dif-

ficult process of designing and administering assessment

procedures. Practitioners, for instance, are paid to create

the process and are therefore not likely to administer

assessments that might point out failings. Academics, on
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the other hand, are interested in the change process from a

theory-building point of view. They care about the process

itself rather than the results, according to Patterson and

Porras (1988).

The assessment model proposed by Patterson and Porras

(p. 43) focuses on the assessor, the assessed, the assessed

target, the assessing procedure, and the interrelationships

of the other elements. These five components combine to

produce the assessment product, which is used to evaluate

the change method utilized and determine future needs for

change.

Change, such as that required by JIT, is a necessity

in organizational life rather than a burden or a luxury.

Organizations, like human organisms, proceed through stages

that are evolutionary at some times and revolutionary at

others. Thus managers must remain prepared to skillfully

guide their organizations through either type of change in

order to survive and thrive (Greiner 1972).

Implementation of Just-in-Time will proceed through two

broad categories of change, adaptive and paradigmatic. The

first category involves those minor, almost minute changes

organizations make to adjust to daily discomforts, such as

that described by Greiner (1972). These might be the minor

changes in day-to-day operating procedures which are re-

quired for JIT. Paradigmatic change, on the other hand,

must occur when the organization faces the need for a major
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transformation (Sheldon 1980). Changing a corporate culture

to implement the participative aspects of JIT might be such

a paradigmatic change.

Sociotechnical Systems

Some significant changes have occurred in recent years

that have created a turbulent environment for managers. It

has been common to cite the impact of technology as the

cause of most of the change. Computer technology, after

all, has changed the ways in which many people communicate.

Assisted by new digital switches and fiber optic cables, a

person can telephone someone in virtually any location on

the globe within moments. For more formal messages, parties

can exchange memoranda through computer networks or send

'hard copies' of documents by way of facsimile machines.

Computers are changing manufacturing techniques, too.

There is a great deal of discussion of the integrated fac-

tory, in which engineering, purchasing, and accounting are

linked to manufacturing by computer (Susman and Chase 1986).

Much of the increase in the power of computers, too, has

been attributed to technology. Integrated circuits, which

make up the computer, now have thousands of times more

capacity than similar-sized devices did ten years ago.

Just-in-Time manufacturing uses much less exotic mechanical

technology to change the way products are produced.

JIT and the majority of the advanced technology is

available to most competitors within an industry, and to
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most economically advanced nations. One might ask, then,

"What can be done to help an organization utilize available

technology in a way that will enable it to compete success-

fully?"

The answer to such a question could hardly be simple.

Sociotechnical systems' interventions can help managers

match their organizations with underlying technologies such

as JIT, so the organization is improved rather than hin-

dered. This section will begin by proposing a definition of

technology that is somewhat more comprehensive than the one

normally used. Next, it will discuss some of the history of

the Sociotechnical Systems (STS) theory, and will follow

with a section outlining some successful STS interventions.

Technology--An Extended Definition

It is traditional to think of technology as the use of

machines such as a drill press or computer, or physical

devices like the television set or integrated circuit. The

technology of work, though, includes all the things done in

order to accomplish a task.

The work-study methods of Frank Gilbreth and Alan

Mogensen are considered technology even today, but they do

not primarily depend on any type of machinery. The tech-

nology of time-and-motion study is the behavior of breaking

complex tasks into smaller, more measurable entities which

can be studied (Mogensen 1932). It was only after Gilbreth

created his behavioral technology that he began using the
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motion picture camera and invented the microchronometer

(Wren 1987, 144). Yet the technology of machines holds

one's attention while people tend to play down technologies

which are based on behaviors.

The behavior modification theories of B.F. Skinner, for

instance, are considered playthings of psychologists even

though their effectiveness has been demonstrated repeatedly.

At the same time, however, poorly understood aspects of

physics, such as high-energy particles, are considered

proven technology (Skinner 1972, 4). Thus, this disser-

tation is studying both behavioral and mechanical

technologies which can have an impact on manufacturing

performance.

A significant behavioral technology of the past three

decades is that of Sociotechnical Systems' interventions

into human organizations to improve the mesh between the

mechanistic technology of an organization and its behavioral

technology. The following section discusses the origins of

this technology.

Origins of Sociotechnical Systems

Trist and Bamforth (1951) first published their

discovery of the interplay between the mechanistic and be-

havioral technologies in a coal mine nearly four decades

ago. A change in the mechanical methods used in coal mining

had radically changed the behavioral systems the miners had

developed for support in the performance of their arduous

K-*
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and dangerous tasks. For the mines to continue operating,

it was necessary to develop new social systems. Some of the

major results of STS interventions based on this early work

have been autonomous work groups, interchangeable work

assignments, and group-based pay for output (Barko and

Pasmore 1986).

In addition to interventions in single organizations

such as coal mines, researchers utilized the concepts of STS

to improve conditions in communities (Emery and Thorsrud

1964) and in relations between communities and industry

(Trist 1986). During the years since its initial discovery,

STS began to be also recognized under the term Quality of

Working Life (QWL). Practitioners of this new science had

broad successes, some of which are described below.

STS Interventions

Elden (1986) describes QWL interventions undertaken by

the government of Norway during the past two decades. The

government achieved democratization in the workplace, worker

empowerment, and worker participation.

Based on a three-day strike in space by angry American

astronauts, Schoonoven (1986) proposed an STS format in the

development of the U.S. space station. With the distances

from earth and resulting complexity of communication, she

recommended a model that included great amounts of autonomy

for astronauts. More recently, Klein (1990) reports on

studies of autonomy in the environment of JIT.
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A Critique of STS Interventions

Review of the STS interventions above makes them sound

promising to those involved in organizational change. Just-

in-Time manufacturing makes extensive use of semi-autonomous

work groups in the design and redesign of production systems

(Hall 1987, Klein 1990). Other scholars, however, are

concerned with shortcomings in STS interventions that have

been implemented.

DeGreene (1988) is concerned with the fact that STS

interventions are generally reactive. He complains that

they fail to anticipate changes which could assist or-

ganizations in their evolution. Further, he claims that

negligible results are often obtained because the improve-

ments to be gained from STS are beyond the capacity of the

system. Though this is a valid complaint, it is one that

would apply to any type of intervention.

From another perspective, Pava (1986) argues that STS

interventions are limited by the linearity of their design.

Since the techniques were designed to deal with problems in

manufacturing settings, the methods are only linear. In

contrast, the integration of information through computers

as described by Susman and Chase (1986) is a nonlinear

process that would not be aided by autonomous work teams

(Pava 1986). He contends that the nine-step method (Emery

and Trist 1978, 21) has become a rigid template that prac-

titioners use blindly. According to him, it fails to deal
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with nonlinear work systems and the tendency toward more

professionalism in the workplace. He proposes a model of

analysis that primarily deals with political and communica-

tion modes within an organization. In addition to the

concerns voiced earlier, according to Cummings, (1986) STS

needs to overcome ". . .images of dark, damp coal

mines . . .'" STS is seldom seen as a technology of the

1990's.

Potential Outcomes

Based on the literature reviewed, it appears that there

are a number of behavioral changes required for the

implementation of Just-in-Time manufacturing. This suggests

research questions in several areas which affect the

implementation of Just-in-Time manufacturing.

Work Groups

Individuals working in a JIT environment must spend

much more of their time as members of work groups. Adair-

Heeley (1989) states that "teams are an integral part of a

successful Just-in-Time (JIT) implementation." Teams are

used in the production of portions of a product, in problem

finding, and in problem solving. As teams form and develop,

they can be expected to proceed through four stages: form-

ing, storming, norming, and performing (Tuchman 1965). In

the forming stage, members were uncertain of their roles and

of the role of the team. During the storming stage, members

began to assert their individuality and expectations for
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team goals. By the forming stage, people had begun to feel

comfortable as team members, and began to create and enforce

standards of behavior and performance for its members. By

the final stage, performing, the group had become competent

at working as a team and was pursuing its mission effective-

ly. Groups proceeded through these stages at different

paces, occasionally skipped stages, and sometimes reverted

to a previous stage. Behaviors of team members varied

according to the stage of the group's development.

Decision Making

Every individual has a decision-making role in a JIT

environment. Decisions must be forced downward in the

organization (Adair-Heeley 1989, Anthony 1989). This

requires behavioral changes of production workers, whose

roles have expanded. It also asks supervisory personnel to

assume a facilitating or consulting role rather than the

directive one with which they are familiar. Although the

extensive use of groups in JIT should add to autonomy, JIT

may be a control mechanism which limits that autonomy (Klein

1989).

Organizational Communication

Proponents of JIT suggest that it is necessary to

streamline communications within the organization. If a

production worker spots a problem, for instance, he/she

should immediately contact whomever can correct that prob-

44
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lem. This is done without respect to formal chains of

command. There is extensive use of horizontal

communication, rather than centralized systems, for

production planning and control (Wilkinson and Oliver 1989).

Cooperation

Most employees of manufacturing organizations have been

socialized to compete with one another for resources and

rewards. The strong emphasis on teamwork in a JIT environ-

ment requires these people to behave in a more cooperative

manner. The individual autonomy espoused by the STS view is

supplanted by a form of production that depends on inter-

dependency of members of autonomous teams and other

organizational units (Klein 1990).

Worker Flexibility

Traditionally, manufacturing employers have relied on

high degrees of specialization in order to gain economies of

scale. In JIT, however, individuals are expected to have

and use multiple skills which apply to the product being

made, and to be flexible in the use of these skills

(Wilkinson and Oliver 1989, Sugimori 1977). Appropriate

compensation systems may lead to this flexibility (Recardo

1989).

Power of Workers

The increased decision-making power of workers, their

ability to stop production for any quality problem, and
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specialized training for the breadth of their duties

increases the power of workers and decreases the power of

management (Wilkinson and Oliver 1989). Increased employee

power is necessarily bad by suggesting that ". . . measures

must be sought which will prevent the utilization of this

power capacity." Yet this empowerment of workers is an

important factor in the success of teams (Guest 1989).
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHOD

The research was performed in two stages. In Stage I,

the investigator asked open-ended questions of selected

members of an organization which has been using Just-in-Time

for several years. Subjects were asked about behavioral

changes they had experienced during the transition to the

JIT manufacturing philosophy. Interviews were audio

recorded to ensure accuracy. Responses to this set of

interviews were used to prepare a new questionnaire which

was used for Stage II. This second questionnaire, which

utilized Likert-type items to facilitate statistical data

collection from a large sample, was administered to the

majority of the members of the same organization.

Data Sources

The Organization

The organization where the research was conducted is

part of an international manufacturer of electronic com-

ponents and devices. This firm has more than 15,000

employees, and generates in excess of $8 billion in annual

revenues. The plant is organized within a major group

responsible for the sales, design, and manufacture of pro-

ducts for the defense industry. The main facility covers

39
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840 acres of real estate, and employs 4,000 people. There

are two off-site locations which report to the site manager.

These utilize a total of 85,000 square feet of manufacturing

space. Both the parent company and the site studied are

located in the Southwest. The plant is approximately 60

miles from its parent organization.

Product

The plant manufactures missile bodies and guidance

components for several types of missiles and radar under

contract with the U.S. Government. Production includes

metal fabrication, manufacturing of electronic components,

and assembly. In a facility a few miles away in the same

town the organization produces cable harnesses for its

products. At the main facility, a sister unit produces

semiconductor devices. The sister unit was not included in

this study.

Manufacturing Processes

As a make-to-order manufacturer which works on long-

term government contracts, the firm produces to meet a level

schedule. Manufacturing is accomplished in cells which

require similar tools and methods; the company produces a

limited range of products. The people assigned to a

manufacturing cell are organized as a cell team. These

teams have extensive control over schedules, quality, and

production methods for the products they produce.
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Organizational Structure

The organization for which the senior executive is

responsible is divided into eight functional units, and has

five hierarchical levels, including the senior executive.

Each of the eight units is managed by an organization

manager. An organization manager is responsible for several

managers. Each of these managers has several supervisors

reporting to him or her. The final hierarchical level is

the non-managerial employee.

History of JIT Implementation

In 1983, the facility was assigned responsibility for a

new program. Using conventional manufacturing practices,

the plant would have had to double its manufacturing and

warehouse space. Since plant management had heard of the

inventory aspects of JIT, they decided to investigate the

opportunities under such a system.

To avoid having to increase storage space, the firm

studied reduction of work in process (WIP). This required

stabilization of the manufacturing processes so their state

of readiness could be documented. This was followed by the

redesigning of processes to allow for reduced lot sizes and

the resulting inventory reductions. After the plant

developed the concept under which it wanted to operate, a

pilot site was selected to test implementation. The program

was later expanded to other areas of the plant. Cellular

manufacturing procedures were implemented as production
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lines were balanced. Products or components which required

similar manufacturing techniques and tools were manufactured

in one area, called a manufacturing cell.

Self-managed Work Teams

As the implementation progressed, the members of one

manufacturing cell began to informally cross-train

themselves. This concept spread throughout the plant.

Approximately three years into the implementation, these

informal groups began to be recognized formally as "cell

teams." With the initial assistance of a consultant, the

firm increased the roles of these teams. Individuals were

trained in decision making, the concepts of the JIT philos-

ophy, and the other tasks in the cell. Cell teams make many

decisions on scheduling and personnel policies, and make

formal presentations to management on improvements in manu-

facturing methods. Several teams have presented proposals

to senior management at the parent company.

Benefits of JIT

The plant reports the benefits of the JIT philosophy in

several categories. Since implementation was begun at

various times in different units, the results are not direc-

tly comparable between organizational units.

Reductions in Work in Process

Work in Process (WIP) reductions are a primary measure

of the inventory aspects of JIT manufacturing (Hall 1983,
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Hay 1988). The plant counts work in process as all material

involved in the creation of a product from when it is

ordered from the warehouse until the product is shipped.

Table 1 shows WIP reductions accomplished in four areas of

the plant studied.

Table 1.--Reductions in Work in Process

Area Decrease (%) Time (months)
Assembly 49 18
Fabrication 66 24
Harness 63 24
Sheet Metal/Small Parts 52 24

Productivity

Productivity at the facility is measured in terms of

units shipped per employee. Production rate changes for

four major groups are shown in Table 2.

Table 2.---Production Rate Increases

Area Production Rate () Staffing ()
Assembly +37 -12
Fabrication +91 +14
Cable +83 +21
Sheet Metal/Small parts - 4 -16

Quality

Another important measure of improvement under JIT

manufacturing is quality (Hay 1988, Hall 1987). The plant

measures quality as defects per unit produced. As a defense
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contractor, the plant conformed to high quality standards

even before JIT implementation began, yet there were sig-

nificant improvements in quality in every area. Table 3

shows the total quality improvements measured over the

period of the implementation. Specific defects per unit

were not provided by the firm.

Table 3.--Changes in Defects Per Unit

Area Decrease (%)
Assembly 48
Fabrication 29
Cable 87
SheetMetal/SmallParts 37

Space Requirements

The initial justification for beginning the JIT imple-

mentation was limited facility space for assumption of a new

project. Thus space utilization is an important measure to

the plant managers. Space reductions are shown in Table 4.

Table 4.--Reductions in Space Requirements

Area Reduction (%)

Assembly 20
Fabrication 0
Cable 19
Sheet Metal/Small Parts 0

Cycle Time

One significant measure of improvement, according to
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Hall (1987, 101) is cycle time. This is a measure of the

time it takes to complete a product from start to finish.

Though calculating cycle times across a number of products

in a department is difficult, the firm lists significant

improvements in cycle times (Table 5).

Table 5.--Reductions in Cycle Time

Area Reduction (%)

Assembly 66
Fabrication 73
Cable 84
Sheet Metal/Small Parts 55

Reductions in Set-up Time

Shingo (1988, 30) considers the reduction of setup

times to be a crucial philosophical step in continuous

improvement. He feels it is necessary to realize that setup

times are inherently variable--not fixed--constraints that

limit improvements. During the implementation, the plant

reduced set-up times plant-wide from 66 hours per day to 8

hours per day.

Procedures

Research was accomplished in a two-stage process. The

first stage was the more general one. The second stage of

research, though still exploratory, was more detailed in the

amount of data gathered.

_ _
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Stage I

The purpose of the first stage was to determine broad

areas of behavioral change as perceived by organization

members. This information made it possible to construct an

instrument which could better assess perceptions of various

participants.

Subjects

Stage I subjects were 16 members of the organization

selected by management to represent a range of areas and

functions within the company. Prior to the interviews,

application was made to the University Human Subjects

Committee for approval for the research. The application

and approval letter are shown in Appendix A. Subjects

represented four levels of the organization: (1) the senior

executive responsible for the JIT implementation, (2)

middle-level managers in their organizations, (3) first-line

supervisors who reported to the middle managers interviewed,

and (4) operating employees who worked for the supervisors.

Senior Executive

To assist in classifying the organization, this in-

dividual was asked to provide some general information about

the firm, its products, and its manufacturing processes

(Appendix C). The senior executive was then asked to pro-

vide his definition of JIT (Appendix G), since JIT can be

perceived as an inventory control technique or as a complete

- -- -
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manufacturing philosophy (Faella 1990). It is assumed that

this individual's definition of JIT was the one that guided

implementation throughout the organization. The executive

was then asked to respond to open-ended questions about

behavioral changes that had occurred during JIT implementa-

tion. Questions referred to changes required of the senior

executive, middle managers, first-line supervisors, and

operating employees (Appendix C). In recognition of the

time constraints of the executive, only the questions in

Appendix C were asked directly by the investigator, in order

to allow for follow-up questions later.

Middle Managers

As with the senior executive, the questions for middle

managers asked about behavioral changes at all levels of the

organization (Appendix D). Managers in non-manufacturing

areas (production control and manufacturing support, for

instance) were also interviewed, since JIT was expected to

transform the entire firm.

First-Line Supervisors

First-line supervisors were asked to respond to ques-

tions about behavioral changes of the managers immediately

senior to them, of themselves, and of the people they

supervise (Appendix E). Some of these were supervisors from

non-manufacturing areas of the firm.
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Operating Employees

The questions in Appendix F were asked of operating

employees from both manufacturing and non-manufacturing

areas of the company. These individuals were asked about

their behavioral changes and those of their supervisors and

managers.

Since JIT was expected to have an impact on operations

throughout the organization, subjects were selected from six

different functional areas.

Interview Procedure

Subjects met with the researcher in an enclosed office

within the facility. The interviewer explained that he was

studying the question of whether people changed their be-

haviors as a firm implemented JIT Manufacturing. He also

explained that JIT, as defined by the researcher, included

those elements which the company collectively called World

Class Manufacturing. The researcher told subjects that

tape-recorded responses would be kept secure, and that there

would be written reports on the responses. It was explained

that this would be done in such a manner that no individuals

could be matched with their responses. The interviewer then

obtained responses to the questions, and asked follow-up

questions as necessary to gather additional information.

Interviews lasted approximately 30 minutes each. At the end

of each interview, the subject was provided with a written

explanation of the research (Appendix B). One mid-level

,...,. _
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manager was called away just prior to his scheduled time,

and was unavailable for the balance of the day. He was

interviewed by telephone the next day, using the same

procedure.

Analysis of Stage I Data

Tape-recorded responses were reviewed independently by

the principal investigator and another individual in order

to identify behaviors subjects felt were different under

JIT. The other individual had experience as a manufacturing

executive in several firms which did not use JIT. He was

familiar with the literature on JIT, but only moderately

aware of the literature on sociotechnical systems and

change. A coding scheme, prepared as suggested by Weber

(1989, 21), was used for the content analysis and is shown

in Appendix H. Once the coders had completed their analyses

of all interviews, they met to assign responses to topics

discussed. Responses fell into more than 16 topics. These

topics are shown in Table 6.

Table 6.--Topics Discussed in Interviews

Number Topic
1 Empowerment of Employees
2 Higher Level of Participation
3 Responsibility for Quality
4 Belonging to Organization
5 Cohesiveness
6 Conflict Resolution
7 Connectedness (Within and Between Groups)
8 More or Less Involvement of Supervisor
9 Communication Paths Opened

10 Liking of Programs
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Table 6.--Continued

Number Topic

11 Intrinsic Rewards
12 Increase of Quality
13 Solve Problems Immediately
14 Level of Decisions Made
15 Group or Individual Decisions
16 Effectiveness of Decisions

The magnitude of this number made it impractical to

attempt to measure all these areas for exploratory research.

For parsimony, the two coders assigned these topics to six

dimensions of behavioral change, as shown in Table 7.

Table 7.--Dimensions from Interviews

Dimension Topics in the Dimension
Influence/Power 1, 2, 3
Teamwork 4, 5, 6, 7
Leadership Style 8, 9
Ownership of Program 10, 11
Quality 12, 13
Decision Making 14, 15, 16

The two coders then assigned responses from each

interview into the six dimensions, in the form of a Q-Sort.

The total number of responses was recorded from each

interview which fell into each dimension. This provided six

scores per interview for each coder. Reliability was then

calculated based on intercoder reliability before

disagreements had been resolved (Weber 1989, 17).

Stage II

Stage II consisted of creating and administering the
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new questionnaire to a large number of individuals in the

firm being studied. Responses were classified into all five

hierarchical levels of the organization. The breakdown of

responses is shown in Table 8.

Table 8.--Organizational Level of Stage II Subjects

Level No. Responding

Plant Manager 1
Organization Manager 4
Manager 13
First-Level Supervisor 58
Non-Manager 525

Creation of Stage II Questionnaire

Once the behavioral dimensions had been determined, the

literature was searched for instruments which measure those

dimensions. The items selected had been validated as part

of the construction of the instruments from which they were

selected. The new questionnaire was created as a composite

of items selected from those instruments. Since this

instrument's purpose was to measure perceived change, slight

modification of several items was required. For uniformity,

all were assigned a five-point Likert-type scale (Ghiselli,

Campbell, and Zedeck 1981, 413).

Sources of Questionnaire Items

An instrument was selected as a potential source of

questionnaire items if it was intended to measure an aspect

of organizational reality which was affected by JIT
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implementation (as related by interview subjects). Rather

than use entire sub-scales, the investigator selected single

items which appeared to measure one of the six dimensions of

change. After items were selected, the individual who

helped to code interview data was asked to verify that the

item would measure the dimension for which it was intended.

The sections below will briefly discuss each source of

items.

Hackman and Oldham

The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) was constructed by

Hackman and Oldham (1980) to measure the characteristics of

jobs. Since the jobs of both managerial and non-managerial

people appear to change during JIT implementation, this

appeared to be an appropriate source. Three items were

chosen from the JDS.

Heller

Heller, Drenth, Koopman, and Rus (1988) created an

instrument to measure various areas of the decision making

process in organizations. Scales measured such things as

influence and power, satisfaction with participation, and

the effects of participation. These seemed appropriate to

the study of JIT. Two items were selected from this

instrument.

Department of Defense (DOD)

The Department of Defense commissioned General Research
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Corporation to prepare a self-assessment instrument guide

for all levels of Department of Defense managers. Its

purpose is to assist in the advancement of total quality

management (TQM) and productivity. Both quality and

productivity are crucial to the implementation of JIT, so

this appeared to be an appropriate instrument. Nine items

were selected from this instrument.

Wall

As part of a study of autonomous work groups, an

instrument was created to measure outcomes of the

implementation of autonomous work groups in a manufacturing

setting (Wall, Kemp, Jackson, and Clegg 1986). Interview

data indicated a use of work groups with a high degree of

autonomy. Thus this instrument was selected as a source.

Thirteen items were selected from this instrument.

The source of each item is shown in Table 9. Table 10

shows the dimension to which each item was assigned by the

investigator.

Table 9.--Sources of Test Items

Source Item Numbers
Hackman & Oldham (1980) 11,12,32
DOD (1990) 13,16,21,22,28,29,30,34,35
Wall (1986) 14,15,17 ,18,19,20,23,24,25,26,

27,33,36
Heller (1988) 31,37
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The questionnaire also contained nine questions that

made it possible to group responses by category (such as age

or education). These control variables allowed comparison

of responses by such variables as length of service, sex, or

prior experience with JIT.

Table 10.--Dimensions of Test Items

Dimension Item Numbers
Influence 11 through 15
Teamwork 16 through 23
Leadership Style 24 through 31
Ownership of Program 32 through 33
Concern for Quality 34 through 35
Decision Making 36 through 37

By the time Stage I data were collected, the plant had

received a number of requests from researchers wanting to

study various aspects of the organization. The plant mana-

ger had asked a research team from the same university to

coordinate efforts with this research. The questionnaire

asked for the individuals' names so the research team could

use portions of this data as part of a longitudinal study of

self-managing work teams.

At the time of this research, the defense industry was

undergoing downsizing because of the loss of a number of

contracts. The parent company of the research site had

begun layoffs, and the plant was not able to offer much of

its employees' time. To minimize the amount of time

required of organization members, the questionnaire was
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limited to 37 questions. Since the research was exploratory

in nature, there was no need to assess any dimension in

depth. For the limited purpose of this study, only a few

questions within a dimension were necessary to indicate

whether change had occurred in that area.

As the plant manager explained his definition of JIT,

it became clear that there was a potential difficulty in

terminology. His definition of the JIT philosophy coincided

with the broad version given in the literature review. The

plant used the term "World Class Manufacturing" to refer to

the entire philosophy, however, and when using the term JIT

spoke only of inventory methods; therefore, the question-

naire used the term "World Class Manufacturing" in

conjunction with JIT to ensure that respondents properly

understood the nature of the questions being asked.

Administration of Questionnaire

The researcher contacted the representative of the

organization to determine the number of individuals who

would be available to complete each of the instruments.

Before administering the questionnaire, the researcher

applied for and received approval for human subjects

research (Appendix K). A mix of manufacturing and non-

manufacturing personnel was used in the survey. Respondents

were representatives of the five levels in the

organizational hierarchy. Each individual who participated

was given a questionnaire set which consisted of (1) a cover
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letter describing the project (Appendix 1), (2) a copy of

the questionnaire (Appendix J), and (3) an envelope in which

the completed questionnaire was to be sealed for return to

the investigator. The company contact distributed

questionnaire sets so that they reached all subjects on the

same day. Questionnaires were completed and sealed in the

envelopes for return to the investigator the next day.

Analysis of Stage II Data

Responses from the questionnaire were first analyzed to

determine reliability of the instrument and sub-scales using

Cronbach's coefficient alpha (Ghiselli, Campbell and Zedek,

1981, p. 256). Responses were then tallied for frequencies

of responses to each question; means and standard deviations

were calculated for each response. The Pearson correlation

coefficient was then computed to determine the degree of

correlation between questionnaire items (Campbell, Ghiselli,

and Zedek, 1981, p. 114). Exploratory factor analysis was

used to help define a simpler structure for the variables

measured, and to search for relationships in the data which

might have otherwise been missed (Kim and Mueller 1978a,

1978b, Gorsuch 1974) .
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS

Since data were collected in two stages, results are

discussed in a similar manner. This chapter begins with a

discussion of the results of the Stage I interviews, then

proceeds to describe the results of analysis of the Stage II

questionnaire.

Stage I Data

The organization arranged interviews with 16 members of

the firm from five different hierarchical levels. Table 11

shows the breakdown by level.

Table 11.--Organizational Level of Subjects

Level Number
Plant Manager 1
Middle Manager 3
Manager 1
Supervisors 3
First Level 8

Subjects were also employed in several different job

functions within the organization. Table 12 lists the

number of subjects from each job function. Five of the

subjects were female. All subjects interviewed had been

employed at the plant prior to the JIT implementation.

57
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Table 12.--Job Functions of Stage I Subjects

Function Number

Assembly 5
Manufacturing Support 3
Cabling 3
Paint Shop 2
Metal Fabrication 2
Plant Manager I

Reliability of Content Analysis

Reliability of the content analysis was determined

using Pearson correlation to assess interrater reliability

on each of the dimensions. Each rater sorted interview

responses into the six dimensions, in the form of a Q-Sort

similar to the method of Sypher and Zorn (1986, 1988). This

resulted in a 6 x 16 matrix (dimensions x interviews) for

each rater. The matrix elements were then compared by

correlation analysis. Correlation coefficients for each

dimension are shown in Table 13. All correlations were

significant at the .01 level.

Table 13.--Reliability

Dimension
Influence/Power
Teamwork
Leadership Style
Ownership of Program
Quality
Decision Making

of Content Analysis

Correlation
.93
.97
.94
. 98
.95
.98

w
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Overview of Interviews

Subjects, regardless of organizational level, were

knowledgeable of the philosophy of Just-in-Time

manufacturing. They discussed the process of implementation

in an animated, involved manner. This section will proceed

by discussing the interviews in terms of the dimensions

which resulted from the content analysis.

Influence and Power

Employees at the lower levels of the organization felt

they had far more authority than before. First-level

supervisors felt they had experienced a loss of power.

Operating-level employees were concerned that the job of

supervisor was disappearing, and were concerned for the

future of their supervisors. Mid-level managers and the

senior executive felt they had shared authority, but

expressed no feelings of loss in their own power. Members

at all levels below the senior executive felt they were

involved in a higher level of participation (this question

was not asked of the senior executive). It appears that all

of the individuals interviewed felt that implementation of

JIT had resulted in a sharing of influence throughout the

organization.

Teamwork

As the production process is more tightly linked by

limited inventories, teamwork becomes crucial. Production
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workers need to respond quickly to those near them, groups

which offer support are more focused on the whole, and the

entire organization focuses on internal and external

customers. Teamwork included work within the cell teams,

work with the supervisors, and work with other units in the

organization. Even in those cases where subjects felt

teamwork could be improved, they considered it a necessary

element of JIT.

LeadershipJ yle

The sharing of power mentioned earlier helped to cause

a large change in perceptions of leadership style throughout

the organization. Those interviewed generally felt that

supervisors were less involved in watching their work. All

subjects felt that communication paths had been opened

vertically.

Ownership of the Program

Members at all levels expressed strong ownership of the

JIT/WCM program. They had assumed the terminology of JIT,

and spoke of the philosophy frequently. Every interviewee

said that they preferred working the current way. One or

two said they could not imagine a return to a different way

of working. Most felt that they were rewarded primarily by

the intrinsic rewards of making continual improvement.
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Quality

Every member interviewed felt that quality had improved

under JIT, and that a focus on quality had increased. Each

one made it a point to explain that they had always provided

a quality product, however.

Decision Making

There was a consensus of opinion that decision making

had been shifted downward, and that employees now made

higher level decisions than before. Groups made more

decisions than individual supervisors or managers. Subjects

felt that better decisions were being made by groups, though

many bemoaned the extra time it took to make decisions in a

group setting.

Stage II Data

Responses from the questionnaire were analyzed using

the Statistical Package for Social Scientists, Release 3.0

(SPSS-X). All procedures were executed using default

techniques for the handling of missing data.

Biographical Data

Description of Respondents

The 613 respondents ranged in age from 21 years of age

(two respondents) to 67 years of age (1 respondent), with a

mean age of 41.70 years. There were 52.5 percent male

respondents to the questionnaire (n=321). Those responding
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had worked at the parent company an average (mean) of 14.2

years; experience ranged from less than 1 year to 38 years.

Tenure at this facility was a mean of 12.8 years, with a

range from 0 to 31 years. Organization members averaged

almost 13 years of education. Only about five percent of

the respondents had worked at another facility which used

JIT or world class manufacturing techniques. Almost 90

percent of all respondents had worked at the facility before

the changes in manufacturing methods began. The

organizational level of respondents is shown in Table 14.

Table 14.--Organizational Level of Stage II Subjects

Level Number
Plant Manager 1
Middle Manager 4
Manager 13
Supervisors 58
First Level 526
No Response 11

Questionnaire Items

The remaining items describe perceptions of change by

organization members. Table 15 summarizes the results of

frequency analysis on item responses. Column one is the

item number on the questionnaire. Column two is a brief

description of the content of the item. (Complete questions

are shown in Appendix J). Columns three and four show the

means and standard deviations of responses to each item.

Column five shows the number of respondents. Responses to
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every item included all five possible responses.

Skewness and kurtosis for all items had an absolute

magnitude of less than 1 except for items 23 (kurtosis =

-1.075) and 16 (kurtosis = 1.002).

Reliability

Reliability was calculated for items 11 through 37

using the SPSS-X procedure "Reliability," which calculates

coefficient alpha. Respondent names and the ten

biographical variables were not used in these calculations.

Reliability for the entire instrument was .9388. This is a

measure of the correlations of responses to all items in the

instrument.

Table 15.--Means and Standard Deviations of Responses

Description of Item
Freedom/Independence
My Responsibility
My Unit Involved
Use Complex Skills
Respon. for Checking
Aware of Mission
Feel Part of Company
Workmates Would Help
Supv. Helps Settle
Group helps Settle
Co-Workers Cooperate
Relations/Other Units
Work Affects Others
Supv. Gives Autonomy
Supv. Role Clear
Supv. Schedules Work
Supv. Observes Work
Comm. Between Depts.
Comm. With Supervisors
Get Information Needed
Suggestions are Heard

Mean
3.60

4.00
4.23
3.68
4.02
4.12
3.80
3.65
3.41
3.62
3.89
3.77
4.14
3.90
3.73
2.61
2.75
3.53
3.60
3.70
3.68

Std. Dev.
0.96
0.97
0.83
0.83
0.94
0.89
0.94
0.95
0.97
0.91
0.90
0.87
0.82
0.89
0.88
1.10
1.13
0.93
0.92
0.87
0.98

Item
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

N
610
610
612
598
612
611
611
610
593
606
611
608
610
609
609
604
607
609
612
611
610
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Table 15.--Continued

Item Description of Item Mean Std. Dev. N
32 Satisfied with Job 3.79 1.03 608
33 Satisfaction from Job 4.01 0.89 612
34 Concern for Quality 4.07 0.85 610
35 Improvement a Priority 3.99 0.84 610
36 Group Uses Judgment 4.01 0.85 612
37 Group Decisions Better 4.08 0.86 612

Reliability coefficients for the six scales are shown

in Table 16. Coefficient alpha for any given scale is a

measure of the correlation of the sum of responses to items

included in that scale.

Chi-Square Test on Data

When data is ordinal, such as that derived from Likert-

type scales, nonparametric tests are often preferred (Hoel,

Port, and Stone 1972, 26). It was decided to utilize the

chi-square goodness-of-fit test to evaluate responses to the

questionnaire. The exploratory nature of this study did

Table 16.--Reliability of Questionnaire Sub-Scales

Scale Name Alpha

Teamwork .8852
Leadership Style .7769
Ownership of Program .7782
Quality .8273
Decision Making .7750
Influence .7262

not require all the fine detail of a five-point scale for

items 11 through 37, so the data were reduced to three

. -
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categories. Responses of 1 and 2 ("much less" and "less")

were recorded to a value "less." The response 3 ("no

change") was left the same. Responses of 4 and 5 ("more"

and "much more") were recorded to the value "more." Then

the transformed data were subjected to the chi-square test,

using the null hypothesis that there would be an equal

number of responses to each category. For all variables,

the null hypothesis was rejected with p < .001. Table 17

shows the numbers of responses in each category and the

resulting chi-square values.

Factor Analysis

In order to reduce the large number of questionnaire

items to a smaller number of variables (Kim and Mueller

1978a, 9), factor analysis was used with questionnaire items

11 through 37. Since this was exploratory research, there

was no initial assumption of a given number of factors

(despite the fact that the instrument was constructed with

six factors in mind). The initial computations were

accomplished through the SPSS-X procedure "Factor," allowing

Table 17.--Chi-Square Test

Item Description of Item Less Same More Chi-Sq.

11 Freedom/Independence 59 203 348 205.38
12 My Responsibility 23 196 391 333.41
13 My Unit Involved 15 91 506 684.77
14 Use Complex Skills 21 233 354 280.39
15 Respon. for Checking 21 191 400 353.30

16 Aware of Mission 27 101 483 588.11

.. 
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N

Table 17.--Continued

Item Description of Item Less Same More Chi-Sq.

17 Feel Part of Company 29 223 359 270.10
18 Workmates Would Help 38 251 321 213.70
19 Supv. Helps Settle 69 270 264 130.12
20 Group helps Settle 36 239 331 225.57
21 Co-Workers Cooperate 29 158 424 398.40
22 Relations/Other Units 29 193 386 315.12
23 Work Affects Others 2 157 451 511.58
24 Supv. Gives Autonomy 32 147 430 413.33
25 Supv. Role Clear 39 195 375 278.54
26 Supv. Schedules Work 253 250 101 75.02
27 Supv. Observes Work 227 247 133 36.63
28 Comm. Between Depts. 56 220 333 191.12
29 Comm. With Supervisors 31 215 366 275.95
30 Get Information Needed 35 208 368 272.37
31 Suggestions are Heard 45 211 354 235.22
32 Satisfied with Job 51 179 378 267.95
33 Satisfaction from Job 11 193 408 387.19
34 Concern for Quality 19 124 467 539.96
35 Improvement a Priority 17 142 451 490.92
36 Group Uses Judgment 16 137 459 514.01
37 Group Decisions Better 23 118 471 546.30

the program to select the number of factors by default.

This program used an eigenvalue of one or greater to decide

whether to accept a factor. Using this default value, four

factors were determined. In this solution, Factor 1 was

correlated with Factor 3 (.58) and Factor 4 (-.68), and

Factor 4 was correlated with Factor 3 (-.54).

One of the goals of factor analysis is to define

factors which contain variables that are intercorrelated

internally but not with other factors (Kim and Mueller

1978a, 10). Thus the original solution was less than

optimal. The next step was to perform the factor analysis

computations, specifying the number of factors desired.
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This was accomplished by specifying one through six factors,

in order to bracket the original solution. Since factors

were intercorrelated, rotation was performed using Oblimin

oblique rotation which removes the requirement of

uncorrelated factors (Kim and Mueller 1978b, 37). In each

of the solutions thus obtained, the first factor accounted

for from 40.8 to 42.6 percent of the variance in responses.

Other factors each accounted for 6.5 percent or less of the

variance. In no solution did all factors account for more

than 65.1 percent of the variance in responses. In all

solutions with more than one factor, no factor other than

factor 1 had more than 2 variables load on that factor.

Thus all factors beyond the first failed to meet the rule-

of-thumb criterion that there must be three or more items to

define a factor (Gorsuch 1974).

The 2-factor solution (Table 18) is an example of the

results of factor analysis. All items except for 26 and 27

loaded on Factor 1. The other two items failed to define

another factor using the three-item criterion. Reliability

analysis performed on the items which loaded on Factor 1

provided a Cronbach's alpha of .9498, as compared with a

value of .9388 for the entire instrument.

Table 18.--Two-Factor Solution

Variable Factor 1 Factor 2

Q11 .56 -. 05
Q12 .50 .01
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Table 18. --Continued

Variable
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Q26
Q27
Q28
Q29
Q30
Q31
Q32
Q33
Q34
Q35
Q36
Q37

.....

1Factor
.63
.34
.44
.65
.75
.63
.58
.69
.79
.72
.64
.64
.69
.01
.06
.66
.69
.71
.73
.73
.67
.70
.78
.73
.71

Pearson Correlation

Pearson correlation was calculated for all biographical

items except respondent name against all other items.

Because of the high number of observations (n=613),

virtually all comparisons were statistically significant at

the p = .01 level. The magnitude of the correlations never

reached as high as .20, however. The correlation

coefficients are in Table 19.

Factor 2
-. 04
-.01
.03
.02
.04

-. 06
.19
.01

-.01
.02
.07

-. 02
.18
.69
.86

.10

.16
.12

-.08
.01
.10
.02
.05

-.01
.03

.,.
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Table 19.--Correlation Coefficients

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10
Q11 -.01 -.03 .04 -.10 .07 -.09 .04 .03 -.05
Q12 -.01 -.07 -.02 -. 15 .08 -.05 .04 .02 -.01
Q13 .05 .07 .07 -.06 .03 -.01 -.05 -.01 -.02
Q14 .05 -.02 -.03 -. 01 .03 .10 -.06 -.04 -.07
Q15 -.01 -.08 -.03 -.16 .12 -.07 .15 -.01 .01
Q16 -.04 .01 .01 -.06 .04 -. 09 -.04 .01 .01
Q17 .02 -.04 -.01 -.11 .04 -.15 .04 .05 .01
Q18 -. 02 -. 02 -. 01 -. 07 .07 -. 10 -. 04 .08 .03
Q19 .03 .02 .02 -.04 .04 -.08 -.10 .03 .10
Q20 .01 .01 .02 -. 05 .06 -. 05 -. 08 -.02 -. 03
Q21 -.01 -.03 -.02 -.04 .06 -.04 -.03 .02 .05
Q22 .03 .04 .05 -. 04 .02 -.09 -. 02 .09 .01
Q23 .04 -.04 .01 -.14 .09 -.14 .07 -.03 .01
Q24 .03 .01 .05 -.03 .09 -.01 .01 .06 -.01
Q25 .05 .08 .08 -.05 .03 -.08 .01 .02 .01
Q26 .14 .02 .01 -.02 -.05 -.07 .07 -.02 .04
Q27 .09 .01 .01 -.09 -.01 -.09 .05 .01 .09
Q28 .03 .03 .03 .01 .02 -.08 -.06 .04 -.03
Q29 .05 .01 .01 -.07 .04 -.15 -.02 .06 .05
Q30 .04 .06 .06 -. 09 .01 -.07 -.01 .07 -.03
Q31 .06 .04 .05 -.09 .02 -.02 -. 11 .05 .02
Q32 .05 .01 .03 -. 08 .04 -. 05 -.04 -.02-.01
Q33 .02 -.06 -. 04 -. 11 .06 -. 13 .03 .03 .01
Q34 .03 .04 .02 -.03 .03 .03 -.06 .05 .01
Q35 .05 .02 .01 -.07 .04 -.07 -.03 .06 .01
Q36 -.03 -.02 -.01 -.11 .06 -.04 .01 .04 .02
Q37 -.03 -.02 -.03 -.09 .07 -.10 -.02 .06 .05

r ,.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter offers conclusions based on the data

gathered in both stages of the investigation. It begins

with an analysis of the factor analysis solution. Following

that is a discussion of the results of the both the

interviews and questionnaire with respect to the five

research questions. From the two types of data, a model is

posed suggesting the perceived behavioral changes which

accompany implementation of the Just-in-Time manufacturing

philosophy. The chapter concludes with suggestions for

future research.

Dimensions of Change

Since the items chosen for the instrument are based on

the interviews and the factor analysis as a direct result of

the questionnaire, that analysis is crucial in determining

what meaning to impart to the data gathered. Chapter IV

discussed the technical justification for selection of a

one-factor model to explain questionnaire responses. One

consideration remains; a number of items can be considered

part of a factor only if the researcher can recognize a

commonality among the elements (Kim and Mueller 1978b, 42).

Table 20 lists a brief description of the items which loaded

70
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onto the single-factor solution (all but two items).

Table 20.--Description of One-Factor Items

Var:

Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q15
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q20
Q21
Q22
Q23
Q24
Q25
Q28
Q29
Q30
Q31
Q32
Q33
Q34
Q35
Q36
Q37

able Brief Description
Job offers independence/freedom
Doing job right is my responsibility
My unit involved in improvement
Work requires me to use complex skills
I'm responsible to check quality

People aware of organization's mission
I feel I am part of this organization

My workmates would help me out of trouble
Supervisor helps group settle differences

Group helps members settle differences
Co-workers cooperate to get job done

Good relationships with other units
This work affects many others
Supervisor lets group use own judgment
Supervisor makes their role understood
Effective communication between departments
Work unit can communicate with supervisor
Work unit gets facts needed for job
Suggestions from bottom are heard
I am satisfied with job
Get satisfaction from good job
Everyone concerned with need for quality
Members make improvement top priority
Group uses judgment in work
Quality of group decisions better

This factor was given the name INVOLVEMENT. This

involvement includes all organization members (item 8), and

involves them horizontally (items 14, 15, 18, 20, 22, 23,

and 28) and vertically (items 12, 13, 16, 29, 30, 31, and

36) in the work of the factory. This includes motivation to

do the work (items 31 and 32), information about the work to

be accomplished (items 16, 28, 29 and 30), and the freedom

to act according to that motivation and information (items

11, 13, 24, 26, and 36).

... ..

.;
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Interview and Questionnaire Data

Use of Work Groups

The successes this organization has experienced appear

closely tied to the use (or worker perceptions of the use)

of work groups. This could be linked to reductions in work-

in-process inventory which previously allowed (or required)

individuals to work in isolation. Increased emphasis on

quality makes it crucial for all organization members to

work as an extended team. At this point, however, one can

only note that there is an association between results and

the use of work groups. The data gathered in this study do

not provide evidence for a causal relationship between

productivity and work groups. Increased productivity has

occurred at the same time that there was increased emphasis

on work groups.

Decision Making Structure

Based on both the interview data and factor analysis of

responses to the questionnaire, it seems that organization

members have changed the ways decisions are made. This

includes creating an atmosphere that builds high levels of

motivation, opening effective communication channels between

all members, and offering the freedom for members to use

their skills to pursue the commonly-understood goals of the

organization. Again, the data gathered do not offer support

for causality.

"-
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Leadership Style and Communication

A change in leadership style also appears to be have

occurred during the implementation of JIT (items 15, 19, 24,

25, 26, 27, 29, and 36). As was evidenced by the factor

analysis, this ties with the use of work groups and decision

making structures. Again, a causal link is missing.

Power

The increases in communication to- and from workers, and

the changes in the location of decisions, appears to greatly

increase the power of workers (items 11, 15, 16, 20, 24, 26,

27, and 36). It was notable that the least change was

reported in the area of freedom in how work is accomplished

(item 11). This tends to confirm the findings of Klein

(1989) that, as workers continue to improve work techniques

during implementation of JIT, they tend to limit individual

freedom. This finding could also be explained by the fact

that most decisions are made by groups rather than

individuals. A notable result was that members at all

levels of the organization felt they had found increased

power.

A Model of Behavioral Change

Though the research on JIT has focused primarily on the

technical issues, this study suggests that the behavioral

dimensions of the transformation are also crucial. The data

reviewed strongly indicate employee perceptions of
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behavioral change during the implementation of JIT. If

employees believe there are changes, they will begin to

function differently. These changes in how employees

function during JIT implementation can cause either positive

or negative consequences for the organization. Without

attending to the perceptions of employees undergoing the

change, managers could leave themselves open to unexpected

reactions which hinder the implementation. This research

points to a major behavioral dimension of INVOLVEMENT. The

reliability for the entire instrument was higher than

reliability for any dimension. Further, responses fell into

a single factor during exploratory factor analysis. The

instrument used failed to discern sub-dimensions. From the

richer interview data, however, it appears that there are at

least six areas which help to form this dimension: influence

and power, teamwork, leadership style, ownership of the

program, concern for quality, and decision making. These

dimensions may be so intercorrelated in the context of JIT

implementation that it is impossible to measure the

differences. It is possible that the exploratory instrument

used was inadequate to the task of separately measuring

these related constructs. Or, employees could be responding

to an instrument about change with what they consider the

"right" responses. There were six dimensions used by the

investigator when constructing the instrument, so it is

possible that there were too few items in each scale for
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proper psychometrics. The principal investigator and the

person who assisted in coding shared common perceptions

about JIT and the responses of interviewees, as was

evidenced by the high inter-rater reliabilities. Thus the

selection of items for the questionnaire by the investigator

(and the subsequent validation of those items by the other

coder) may have been partly the result of a shared bias.

The interview data, however, provided strong evidence for at

least six sub-dimensions of change which can be expected in

the implementation of JIT.

Implications for Future Research

Since this research was entirely exploratory, and in an

area relatively new to the field of production management,

it offers more research questions than immediate results. A

few avenues of possible research are listed below.

Evaluation of Changes

This research recorded changes perceived during the

implementation of JIT manufacturing. There was no attempt

to evaluate whether changes were desirable, neutral, or

undesirable in terms of the implementation. Answering this

particular question could be an important step in aiding

those who with to realize the benefits of JIT.

Causality

This research discussed perceived changes which

occurred during the implementation of JIT, without exploring

{i :-,., +'J RSi .:.:r 1.. t -. _ :. r l....:. .. .- :. .:..:- .. :-:.4. _ . (.. ....-. ,: . oi _..i 1 . S3ii1}K s..
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causalities. If certain changes are determined to be

desirable or undesirable, it would be helpful to determine

what created those changes. Known paths of causality could

help organizations create desirable changes or avoid

undesirable ones.

Measurement

When discussing the issues of behavioral change, it is

important to be able to measure that change (or perceptions

of that change) reliably. Further research in this area

will depend, in large part, on the creation of adequate

psychometric instruments. The clustering of 22 of 24 items

onto a single dimension indicates that further work on

instrumentation is required to continue research in this

area.

.:, ,+,u.n.. ...- ; .. , .,i. ,.,, .. ;.s : .. , .:: .. , . .. , ": i .:"t= .,.;.,. <:....;. -. .. « .... _ ,...r -r +ifa 3Y -' __. _ ': s1i 35idiw.eN: ,,.it .
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University of North Texas
Office of Research and Academic Grants

December 4, 1989

William M. Metheny
2816 Chelsea Lane
Flower Mound, Texas 75028

Dear Mr. Metheny:

Your project entitled, "Implementation of JIT: Behavioral
Changes Which Accompany the Transition - Stage I," has been
approved by the Institutional Review Board under Exemption
Category Rule #3 and is exempt from further review under 45 CFR
46.101.

If you have any questions, please call me at 817-565-3946.

Good luck on your project.

Sincerely,

Peter Witt
Chairman
Institutional Review Board

PW/kb

StRf r
NORTH

1890-199

P.O. Box 5396 " Denton. Texas 76203-5396 " 817/565-3940



for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research (lRb)

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF INVESTIGATION

INVOLVING THE USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS [79]

This application should be submitted to the Office of Research and

Academic Grants, Room 310, Administration Building.

1. Principal Investigator's Name: JILL(A,4 M. 1ETAS 1JY

Department & Campus Address:__ __ __ _ __ __ __ _

Campus Phone No.: _ 5 __ _ Home No.: (ZL1 ) 539- /29

2. If you are a student, provide the following:

Home address of Student: 2-- O -* -- LAi). .aowat2 MNctj 5.rtTi

Name of Faculty Sponsor: F eDeIk4 .(LtAM4S Phone Ext.: '3/LQ
Is this your thesis or dissertation research? Yes__ No_

3. Title of Project: ? M Jt... AZ(A fO a T7 : Ef t$-L..

4. Total Project Period: From:1A2. I. To: ______

5. Is a proposal for external support being submitted? YesNo

If "Yes," you must submit one complete copy of that proposal as soon

as it is available and complete the following:

a) Is notification of Hum. Subj. Approval Required? Yes_ No_

b) Is this a renewal application? Yes__ No

c) Funding agency's name:

6) In making this application, I certify that I have read and understand

the guidelines and procedures developed by the University for the pro-

tection of human subjects, and I fully intend to comply with the letter

and spirit of the University's Assurance and policy. I further acknow-

ledge my responsibility to report any significant changes 
in the proto-

col, and to obtain written approval for these changes, 
in accordance

with the procedures, prior to making these changes. I understand that I

cannot initiate any contact with human subjects before I have received

approval and/or complied with all contingencies made in 
connection with

that approval.

Signature of Principal Investigator Date

ILL Lc& W WLa3/ I /s

7) Approval by Faculty Sponsor (required for all students):
I affirm the accuracy of this application, and I accept the

responsibility for the conduct of this research and supervision

of human subjects as required by law.

Signature f Fac It sponsor Date

r/ 2/'! 67



Page Two - Application [80]

) I have included copies of all pertinent attachments 
including, but

ot limited to: questionnaire/survey instrument, informed consent,

etters of approval from cooperating institutions, 
copy of external

upport proposal if applicable, etc. ..

Yes No___(If no, explain on an
attached sheet)

For the following items, attach your answers, appropriately numbered 
on

a separate sheet of paper.

9) Identify the sources of the potential subjects, 
derived materials or

data. Describe the characteristics of the subject population, 
such as

their anticipated number, age, sex, ethic background, and state of

health. Identify the criteria for inclusion or exclusion. 
Explain the

rationale for the use of special classes of subject, such as fetuses,

pregnant women, children, institutionalized mentally disabled, prisoners,

or others, especially those whose ability to give voluntary 
informed

consent may be in question.

10) Provide a description of the procedures to be 
used in the study

including major hypotheses and description of the research design.

11) Describe the recruitment and consent procedures to 
be followed,

including the circumstances under which consent will 
be solicited and

obtained, who will seek it, the nature of information 
to be provided to

prospective subjects, and the methods- of documenting consent. (Include

applicable consent form(s) for review purposes). If written consent is

not to be obtained, specifically point this out and explain why not.

(Note: Informed consent must normally be obtained 
in a written form

which requires the subject's signature or that of the subject's

legally authorized representative. A waiver of this requirement may

be granted by the IRB if adequate justification for the requirement is

provided by the investigator in # 11. However, if the procedures pose

no more than minimal risk to the subjects, informed consent may be

documented via a written cover letter which does not require the sub-

ject's signature. In all cases, a copy of the written informed con-

sent must be given to the subject unless this requirement is speci-

fically waived by the IRB. Consult the document Information on Human

Subjects Research" for more information on informed consent require-

ments and specific examples of possible informed consent documents.)

12) include a discussion of confidentiality safeguards, where relevant.

13) Describe the anticipated benefits to subjects, and the importance 
of

the knowledge that may reasonably be expected to result.

14) Describe the risks involved with these procedures (physical, psycho-

logical, and/or social) and the precautions you 
have taken to minimize

these risks. Do the benefits described above outweigh the described

risks?

humansub/humansub. apl
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Application for Approval of Investigation Involving the Use of
Human Subjects (continued) William M. Metheny

9. The investigator will interview one senior manager, three
middle-level managers, three first-line supervisors, and
approximately twenty operating employees at the Texas
Instruments Sherman facility. This manufacturing facility
produces the Harm missile for the United States government. The
senior manager at that facility selected three managers and
instructed them to randomly choose supervisors and operating
employees for the research. The interviews will be limited to
approximately 30 minutes per subject.

10. At this stage of the investigation, there are no hypotheses
being tested. This is an exploratory study of the behavioral
changes which accompany a firm's transformation to Just-in-Time
manufacturing principles (JIT).

This is not an experiment which manipulates variables.
Thus, there will be no use of standardized instruments to explore
any areas in detail. Further, the investigator will pointedly
avoid any other action that might suggest to the employees that
an experiment is under way.

Each interview will begin with a brief explanation of the
purpose of the interviews. The interviewer will then explain
that the individual's responses will be reported in such a manner
that the individual may not be identified (see 12, below, for
details).

Employees will be asked open-ended questions exploring the
types of behavioral changes they have experienced in the change
to JIT. These questions will cover such areas as group/team
work, organizational communication, conflict resolution,
responsibility, problem-finding, decision making, supervision,
and attitudes toward quality.

Questions and responses will be tape recorded. Tapes will
be marked with a code by the investigator to help identify the
individual's organizational level and function.

11. The research design calls for the opinions of a senior-level
executive, two or more mid-level managers, first-line supervisors
working for these managers, and operating-level employees working,
for the supervisors. The senior manager selected one mid-level
manager to coordinate the investigator's contacts, and chose two
other mid-level managers to participate. These managers were
asked to randomly select supervisors and operating employees for
the project.

Again, it will be emphasized that this is not an experiment
in which manipulation will occur. The organization's permission
has been granted only for an exploratory study. Thus, informed
consent would be inappropriate, might prove stressful to
subjects, and could mislead the individuals being interviewed.
12. There is no need for the investigator to match an individual

W&Of-DRAM
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Bill Metheny

2816 Chelsea Lane

Flower Mound, TX 75028

(214) 539-1256

Dear Participant:

Thank you for helping me with my research. Let me give

you a brief explanation so you can understand why I asked

for some of your time.

You know that a few special companies now manufacture

their products in much different ways than they did in the

past. Since improvement requires many changes in how the

firm operates, we have trouble finding just one name for

what we are doing. Some companies call their program Just-

in-Time Manufacturing (JIT). Others use the name World

Class Manufacturing (WCM). And many simply talk about

Continuous Improvement (CI). The goal of all of them,

however, is to allow good people to do a better job of

manufacturing top-quality products. Yours is one of those

leading companies, and you are one of the special people
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making these programs work. That's why I asked for your

opinions.

Improving, of course, means changing. You've probably

changed the equipment you use and modified your assembly

line. We know quite a bit about how to do those things.

Also, you probably had to change the way you perform your

work. Your relations with other people in the company might

have been modified to fit the new way of working. Your

supervisors probably did their work differently, too. These

behavior changes are things that we don't really understand

very well. That's why I'm talking to people like you who

have been through many of the behavioral changes that go

along with improved manufacturing. Your experiences and

your opinions could help other people do a much better job

of managing the complex changes you've been through.

This is a short explanation, and it skips many details.

If you'd like me to answer other questions, feel free to

write or call me.

Thanks,

Bill Metheny
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Questions for Senior Executive at Site

To many people, Just-in-Time manufacturing is a new way
of producing a product. According to many reports, JIT
frequently changes the way people go about their work. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to explore just what people
must do differently in order to make JIT work.

1. As a senior manager, what do you have to do differently
for your company to perform effectively in a Just-in-
Time manner? Do you have more duties than before?
Less? Different duties?

2. In what ways must middle managers in your company act
differently in order for JIT to work properly? Are
their roles expanded? Reduced? Changed?

3. In what ways must first-line supervisors in your com-
pany act differently in order for JIT to work properly?
Do they have more work to do? Less? Different respon-
sibilities?

4. What changes are expected of your production workers
now that you are working under the JIT philosophy? Do
they have increased responsibilities? Fewer? Changed
roles? What do you do to support these changes?

5. In what ways must non-production workers in your com-
pany act differently in order for JIT to work properly?
Do they have increased duties? Fewer? Different
responsibilities?

6. Have you had to make changes in the organization's
culture (the way things get done) for JIT to work?
What changes did you make? What changes occurred that
were not what you intended or that you did not deliber-
ately plan for?

7. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to have your people work as they now do? Why?

8. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to do your work as you do now? Why do you feel that
way?

9. How long have you been directly involved with JIT?

10. Are reward systems for middle managers, first-line
supervisors, and direct-labor employees the same under
JIT as they were before? If they have changed, how are
they different?
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11. Please comment briefly as to how employees must behave

differently in a JIT environment in the following
areas. If their behavior is the same in a JIT environ-

ment, simply say "the same."

a. Group/team work.
b. Organizational communication.
c. Conflict resolution.
d. Responsibility.
e. Problem-finding.
f. Quality.
g. Decision making.
h. Supervision.

12. Please briefly describe your non-JIT work experience.
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Questions for Middle Managers

To many people, Just-in-Time manufacturing is a new way
of producing a product. According to many reports, JIT
frequently changes the way people go about their work. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to explore just what people
must do differently in order to make JIT work.

1. As a middle manager, must you do things differently in
order to function well in a JIT environment? Do you do
the same things? More? Less?

2. You report to a senior executive in your firm. For
your company to perform effectively with JIT, what does
this manager need to do differently? Does he/she have
more to do? Less? Different types of duties?

3. There are first-level supervisors who report to you
either directly or indirectly. Are they required to
behave differently for JIT to be effective? Are their
duties increased? Decreased? Changed?

4. Does JIT change what production workers in your organi-
zation should do on the job? Are their duties in-
creased? Decreased? Changed?

5. There are also non-production people in your organiza-
tion. Does JIT change their responsibilities? Do they
have increased duties with JIT? Decreased? Different
types of duties?

6. Have you had to make changes in the organization's
culture (the way things get done) for JIT to work?
What changes did you make?

7. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to work as you now do? Why do you feel that way?

8. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to have your senior manager work the way he/she does
now? Why do you feel that way?

9. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to have your first-line supervisors work as they now
do? Why do you feel that way?

10. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to have your production workers work as they now do?
Why do you feel that way?

::.w, _.. .. ..
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11. How long have you been directly involved with JIT?

12. Are reward systems for middle managers, first-line
supervisors, and direct-labor employees the same under

JIT as they were before? If they have changed, how are

they different?

13. Please comment briefly as to how employees must behave

differently in a JIT environment in the following
areas. If their behavior is the same in a JIT environ-
ment, simply say "the same."

a. Group/team work -
b. Organizational communication -
c. Conflict resolution
d. Responsibility -
e. Problem-finding -
f. Quality -
g. Decision making -
h. Supervision -

14. Please briefly describe your non-JIT work experience.
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Questions for First-Line Supervisors

To many people, Just-in-Time manufacturing is a new way
of producing a product. According to many reports, JIT
frequently changes the way people go about their work. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to explore just what people
must do differently in order to make JIT work.

1. In order for you to perform well now that your organi-
zation is using JIT, what do you do differently? Do
you have more duties? Fewer? Different responsi-
bilities?

2. You report to a middle-level manager. Does that mana-
ger do things differently in order for JIT to work?
Does that manager have more duties? Fewer duties?
Different things to do?

3. There are people who report to you. Do you expect them
to act differently at work now that you're using JIT?
Do they do more? Less? Different types of work?

4. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to work as you now do? Why do you feel that way?

5. Even if your firm were not using JIT, would you prefer
the people who report to you work as they now do? Why
do you feel that way?

6. Have you noticed any instances of people (your bosses,
other supervisors, or your workers) doing things that
could hurt the JIT implementation? Please describe
these if you have.

7. How long have you been directly involved with JIT?

8. Are reward systems for first-line supervisors and
direct-labor employees the same under JIT as they were
before? If they have changed, how are they different?

9. Please comment briefly as to how employees must behave
differently in a JIT environment in the following
areas. If their behavior is the same in a JIT environ-
ment, simply say "the same."

a. Group/team work -
b. Organizational communication -
c. Conflict resolution -
d. Responsibility -

.
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e. Problem-finding -
f. Quality -
g. Decision making -
h. Supervision -

10. Please briefly describe your non-JIT work experience.
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Questions for Production/Nonproduction Workers

To many people, Just-in-Time manufacturing is a new way
of producing a product. According to many reports, JIT
frequently changes the way people go about their work. The
purpose of this questionnaire is to explore just what people
must do differently in order to make JIT work.

1. Now that your organization is using JIT, are you re-
quired to do things differently than before? Do you
have more duties than before? Fewer duties? Different
duties?

2. Does your supervisor do his or her job differently now
that you are using JIT? Does he/she do more? Less?
Different things?

3. Do senior executives in your firm do their jobs dif-
ferently now that you use JIT? Please explain.

4. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
to work as you now do? Why do you feel that way?

5. Even if your firm was not using JIT, would you prefer
your supervisor to work as he/she does now? Why do you
feel that way?

6. How long have you been directly involved with JIT?

7. Are reward systems for first-line supervisors and
direct-labor employees the same under JIT as they were
before? If they have changed, how are they different?

8. Please comment briefly as to how employees must behave
differently in a JIT environment in the following
areas. If their behavior is the same in a JIT environ-
ment, simply say "the same."

a. Group/team work -
b. Organizational communication -
c. Conflict resolution -
d. Responsibility -
e. Problem-finding -
f. Quality -
g. Decision making -
h. Supervision -

9. What kind of work do you do?

10. Are you rewarded for different things in a JIT environ-
ment than you were before? Please explain.
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11. Do you think supervisors and managers are rewarded for
different things now that you are using JIT? Please
explain.

12. Do people in different functional areas of the company
do things differently than they would without JIT?
Please explain.
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Question on Definition of JIT

If you asked 50 manufacturing managers to define Just-
in-Time manufacturing, you would probably end up with 50
answers that varied in small-to-large degrees. Please
explain those elements of JIT that you consider most impor-
tant. These would probably include most of the reasons why
you decided to put your organization through this difficult
transition.
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Coding Scheme for Open-Ended Questions

1. Recording Units. Many studies utilizing content analy-
sis define the recording unit (the basic unit of text to be

classified) as a word or sentence. Others use the entire
text, such as a newspaper editorial. For this study, an
appropriate unit of analysis would be one individual's tape-
recorded response to a single question. In that way, dif-
ferent responses to one question can be analyzed. Given the
responses to all the questions, a researcher can then ana-
lyze the differences between respondent types (such as
organizational level).

2. Categories. Since this is exploratory research, there
will not be a specific set of categories into which respon-
ses may fall. This study is investigating which behaviors
change as a result of the implementation of JIT manufactur-
ing, in its broadest sense (to include cellular manufactur-
ing, Total Quality Control, Total People Involvement, and
other features). As such, it is concerned with identifying
those behaviors respondents feel have changed during the
implementation, rather than classifying them.

3. Test Recording on a Sample Unit of Text. The inves-
tigator and one other individual will each independently
code one short sample of text using the coding rules de-
scribed below. After both complete their coding, they will
meet to discuss their results. This will continue until
they reach agreement.

4. Assess Accuracy of Coding. Since there is no standar-
dized text which will afford an exact test of accuracy, the
two persons coding the material will discuss their analysis
of the sample to insure that the rules make it possible to
agree on the majority of the material.

5. Revise Coding Rules. If the investigator and the
person assisting are unable to reach similar conclusions
using the coding rules, they will revise the coding scheme
to allow them to agree on most of the material.

6. Assess Reliability. Reliability will be assessed using
a measure of intercoder reliability. This will measure the
degree of agreement before the two meet to discuss and
resolve different interpretations.

7. Initial Coding Rules. The coder will listen to a tape-
recorded interview session.

a. As the subject responds to each question, the
coder will write down those specific behavioral changes
which the respondent feels occurred due to JIT implementa-
tion. A behavior change might be an altered way of inter-
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acting with another individual or a change in work proce-
dures. At this point, only the specific behavior is to be
listed.

b. After both coders have analyzed an interview of a
given person, they will meet to discuss their analysis of
the responses to each question.- They will discuss the
behavior changes each has listed. If there is disagreement
about any behavior change, the coders will listen to the
tape to see if this will allow them to reconcile their
different interpretations. A behavioral change on which the
two cannot agree will be removed from the list of behavioral
changes to receive further analysis.

c. After step c has been completed for the interviews
of a given individual, the coders will categorize all the
listed behavioral changes into behavioral dimensions (such
as leadership, delegation, or decision making). Behaviors
which are different polarity of the same behavior will fall
into the same dimension (increased delegation and increased
control, for instance).

8. Revised Coding Rules. The coder will listen to a tape-
recorded interview session.

a. As the subject responds to each question, the
coder will write down those specific behavioral changes
which the respondent feels occurred as a consequence of JIT
implementation. The behavior may be one that is a component
of the company's intended changes, an intended consequence
of the changes, or an unintended result of the changes.
This research is investigating which behaviors change rather
than studying why they change. A behavior change might be
an altered way of interacting with another individual or a
change in work procedures. At this point, only the specific
behavior is to be listed.

b. After both coders have analyzed an interview of a
given person, they will meet to discuss their analysis of
the responses to each question. They will discuss the
behavior changes each has listed. If there is disagreement
about any behavior change, the coders will listen to the
tape to see if this will allow them to reconcile their
different interpretations. A behavioral change on which the
two cannot agree will be removed from the list of behavioral
changes to receive further analysis.

c. After step c has been completed for the interviews
of a given individual, the coders will categorize all the
listed behavioral changes into behavioral dimensions (such
as leadership, delegation, or decision making). Behaviors
which are different polarity of the same behavior will fall
into the same dimension (increased delegation and increased
control, for instance).
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University of North Texas
College of Business Administration
Department of Management

June 18, 1990

Dear TI Employee:

Those of you who have worked somewhere else know that the TI
Sherman plant is doing things differently than other companies. As
a member of their team, you are helping to develop a new way of
working in manufacturing firms.

Since you're on the leading edge, many other people want to
understand what works for you and what doesn't. Just from the
University of North Texas, people from three departments are
studying the things you do. Only you can tell us what we need to
know, so we need to ask you to complete the enclosed questionnaire.

Since so many people want information from you, Bill Steele
has asked the people from UNT to try to combine our efforts. The
initial part of the study will be completed soon, but others from
the school will follow up. We need your opinion both now and in
the future, so we can see how your feelings change. That's why we
ask for your name. What any person says will be kept strictly
confidential by the research team, though I will write a report
which talks about answers in various areas of the plant.

Please complete the questionnaire, put it in the envelope
provided, seal the envelope, and return it to the person who gave
it to you.

Thanks for your help.

Sincerely,

Bill Metheny

a

NORTH

1890. 1990
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QUESTIONNAIRE

This is a questionnaire about things that may have
occurred during the changes to Just-in-Time & World Class
Manufacturing. You are the expert here, so only your
opinion is correct.

Please fill in the blanks.

1. Name 2. Age

3. Years with 4. Years at Plant__

5. Education you have completed (years):

Circle correct response:

6. Have you worked at another

7. What is your sex?

site?

Female

Yes

Male

8. Your
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

organization level is:
Plant manager
Organization manager
Manager
Supervisor
Neither a supervisor nor a manager

9. Have you worked in other plants which used JIT/World
Class Manufacturing? Yes No

10. Were you at before the changes to JIT/World
Class Manufacturing began? Yes No

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

The following questions are asking you about changes you
have experienced while your plant has been changing to
JIT/World Class Manufacturing techniques. For each ques-
tion, answer using the following responses.

1 - Much less than before 4 - Somewhat more than before
2 - Somewhat less than before 5 - Much more than before
3 - No change from before

11. Compared to before, the job gives me
considerable opportunity for independence
and freedom in how I do the work.

12. Whether or not the job gets done right is
my responsibility.

13. People in my work unit are involved in

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

No
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this scale when answering the questions.
Much less than before. 4 - Somewhat more than before.
Somewhat less than before. 5 - Much more than before.
No change.

improving our services/products/work.

14. The work requires me to use a number of
complex or difficult skills.

15. 1 am responsible for checking the quality
of the work.

16. People in this organization are aware
of its overall mission.

17. 1 feel myself to be a part of_.

18. If I got into trouble at work I know
my workmates would help me out.

19. Our supervisor helps group/department
members settle their differences.

20. Our group helps its members settle
their differences.

21. Co-workers in this organization cooperate
with each other to get the job done.

22. We have good relationships with other
units that we work with.

23. This work can affect a lot of other
people by how well it gets done.

24. Our supervisor lets group members do their
work the way they think best.

25. Our supervisor makes sure his/her part in
the group is understood by members.

26. Our supervisor schedules the work to
be done.

27. Our supervisor closely observes our work.

28. There are effective communication channels
between departments in this organization.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

I

1

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2345

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

4

4

4

5

5

5

Use
1-
2-
3 -
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this scale when answering the questions.
Much less than before. 4 - Somewhat more than before.
Somewhat less than before. 5 - Much more than before.
No change.

29. People in my work unit have ample
opportunity to exchange information with
their supervisors.

30. People in my work unit get the facts and
the information they need to do the job.

31. Suggestions from the bottom have a chance
in this plant.

32. Generally speaking, I am very satisfied
with this job.

33. I feel a personal satisfaction when I do
this job well.

34. Every member of this organization is
concerned with the need for quality.

35. Members of this organization make the
continuous improvement of work top priority.

36. As a group, we use our own judgment in
doing the work.

37. In general the quality of decisions is
usually better with a group.

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

12 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Use
1 -
2-
3 -

.,-,
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University of North Texas
Office of Research and Academic Grants

June 14, 1990

William M. Methncy
2816 Chelsea Lane
Flower Mound, TX 75028

Dear Mr. Metheny,

Your proposed research entitled, "Implementation of JIT:
Behavioral Changes Which Accompany the Transition - Stage II" has
been reviewed by the Institutional Review Board and approved under
Exemption Category Rule #3. Your project will be exempt from
further review under 45 CFR 46.101.

If you have any questions, please contact me at (817) 565-3946.

Good luck on your project.

Sincerely,

Peter Witt, Chair
Institutional Review Board

PW/km

t aSEH 1
NORTH
TEXAS
1890.1990

P.O. Box 5396 " Denton, Texas 76203-5396 " 817/565-3940



University of North Texas Institutional Review Board
for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research (IRB)

APPLICATION FOR APPROVAL OF INVESTIGATION
INVOLVING THE USE OF HUMAN SUBJECTS [110]

This application should be submitted to the Office of Research and
Academic Grants, Room 310, Administration Building.

1. Principal Investigator's Name: William M. Metheny

Department & Campus Address: Management, College of Thsiness

Campus Phone No.: 565-3140 Home No.: (214) 539-1256

2. If you are a student, provide the following:

Home address of Student: 2816 Chelsea Lane, Flower Mo-nd '5028

Name of Faculty Sponsor: Fredrik williams Phone Ext.: 3140

Is this your thesis or dissertation research? Yes XX No

3. Title of Project: Implementation of TIT- Behavioral Changes v Which

-Accompany the Transition - Stage II

4. Total Project Period: From: Jrne 90 To: T'ly 90

5. Is a proposal for external support being submitted? Yes__ No X

If "Yes," you must submit one complete copy of that proposal as soon
as it is available and complete the following:

a) Is notification of Hum. Subj. Approval Required? Yes No
b) Is this a renewal application? Yes No_ .
c) Funding agency's name:

6) In making this application, I certify that I have read and understand
the guidelines and procedures developed by the University for the pro-
tection of human subjects, and I fully intend to comply with the letter
and spirit of the University's Assurance and policy. I further acknow-
ledge my responsibility to report any significant changes in the proto-
col, and to obtain written approval for these changes, in accordance
with the procedures, prior to making these changes. I understand that I
cannot initiate any contact with human subjects before I have received
approval and/or complied with all contingencies made in connection with
that approval.

Signature of Principal Investigator Date

0 m ow _6-13-90

7) Approval by Faculty Sponsor (required for all students):
I affirm the accuracy of this application, and I accept the
responsibility for the conduct of this research and supervision
of human subjects as -required by law.

S nature acul ponsor Date

6-13-90



Page Two - Application 1111]

8) 1 have included copies of all pertinent attachments including, but
not limited to: questionnaire/survey instrument, informed consent,
letters of approval from cooperating institutions, copy of external
support proposal if applicable, etc. ..

Yes XX No (If no, explain on an
attached sheet)

For the following items, attach your answers, appropriately numbered on
a separate sheet of paper.

9) Identify the sources of the potential subjects, derived materials or

data. Describe the characteristics of the subject population, such as
their anticipated number, age, sex, ethic background, and state of
health. Identify the criteria for inclusion or exclusion. Explain the
rationale for the use of special classes of subject, such as fetuses,

pregnant women, children, institutionalized mentally disabled, prisoners,
or others, especially those whose ability to give voluntary informed
consent may be in question.

10) Provide a description of the procedures to be used in the study
including major hypotheses and description of the research design.

11) Describe the recruitment and consent procedures to be followed,
including the circumstances under which consent will be solicited and
obtained, who will seek it, the nature of information to be provided to
prospective subjects, and the methods of documenting consent. (Include
applicable consent form(s) for review purposes). If written consent is
not to be obtained, specifically point this out and explain why not.

(Note: Informed consent must normally be obtained in a written form
which requires the subject's signature or that of the subject's
legally authorized representative. A waiver of this requirement may
be granted by the IRB if adequate justification for the requirement is
provided by the investigator in # 11. However, if the procedures pose
no more than minimal risk to the subjects, informed consent may be
documented via a written cover letter which does not require the sub-
ject's signature. In all cases, a copy of the written informed con-
sent must be given to the subject unless this requirement is speci-
fically waived by the IRB. Consult the document "Information on Human
Subjects Research" for more information on informed consent require-
ments and specific examples of possible informed consent documents.)

12) Include a discussion of confidentiality safeguards, where relevant.

13) Describe the anticipated benefits to subjects, and the importance of
the knowledge that may reasonably be expected to result.

14) Describe the risks involved with these procedures (physical, psycho-
logical, and/or social) and the precautions you have taken to minimize
these risks. Do the benefits described above outweigh the described
risks?

humansub/humansub.apl
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Application for Approval of Investigation Involving the Use of
Human Subjects (continued) William M. Metheny

9. Questionnaires will be distributed to managerial and
nonmanagerial employees at the Texas Instruments Sherman facility.
This manufacturing facility produces the HARM missile for the
United States government. The questionnaires will be distributed
to all members of the organization where Just-in-Time Manufacturing
is being employed.

10. There are no hypotheses being tested. This is stage II of an
exploratory study of the behavioral changes which accompany a
firm's transformation to Just-in-Time manufacturing principles
(JIT).

This is not an experiment which manipulates variables.
Based on Stage I of this research (IRB approval granted December 4,
1989) a questionnaire has been developed to define behavioral
changes employees feel have occurred during the transition to JIT
manufacturing. The investigator will pointedly avoid any action
that might suggest to the employees that an experiment is under
way.

Each subject will be provided a cover letter which briefly
explains the research, a questionnaire, and an envelope which may
be sealed. The letter explains that information provided will be
reported in such a way that no individual may be linked to his or
her responses. Individuals will complete the questionnaires and
seal them in the envelopes. A report will be provided to the
corporation outlining the findings of the research. This data
will be reported in such a manner that no individual may be
identified (see 12, below, for details).

11. The research design calls for the opinions of a senior-level
executive, mid-level managers, first-line supervisors working for
these managers, and operating-level employees working for the
supervisors. The senior manager selected one mid-level manager to
coordinate the investigator's contacts. This individual will
coordinate distribution and collection of questionnaires.

Again, it will be emphasized that this is not an experiment in
which manipulation will occur. The organization's permission has
been granted only for an exploratory study. Thus, informed consent
would be inappropriate, might prove stressful to subjects, and
could mislead the individuals being interviewed.

12. The Texas Instruments Sherman facility is nationally known for
its progressive management techniques in the manufacturing area.
As such, it is inundated with requests by researchers. To help
minimize costly demands on the time of its people, the facility
asked another group from UNT performing related research to
coordinate with this effort. Those researchers have asked to be
provided with the data from this research, including names, for
their longitudinal study. That research is funded by the Texas
Advanced Research Foundation (principal investigator Dale Yeatts).
One member of that research group is on the candidate's committee,
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and another in his department. The group has agreed to maintain
confidentiality standards which protect all individuals from being
identified. Prior to release of any report to the organization, it
will be reviewed by a faculty member to verify that confidentiality
is being maintained.

13. The subjects of this research are one the first groups of
individuals in American industry to utilize JIT with a high level
of success. As such, their experiences will provide an important
guide to others. Further, providing an analysis of this research
to the organization will make senior management more aware of the
attitudes of its employees toward the change. In earlier
investigations (approved by IRB October 27, 1988 and December 4,
1990), employees expressed satisfaction that their opinions were
being sought.

14. Since there is no manipulation of conditions for the
individuals, it is believed that there is minimal risk to
participants. The investigation poses no changes in physical
conditions, so there is no risk in that area. There will be no
changes in social status due to the data collection process, so
this should pose no risk. And there will be no stresses of a
psychological nature intentionally induced. Thus this
investigation should be free of risks that can be readily
anticipated. The potential benefits outweigh any foreseeable risks
which might be associated with the data collection.
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